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Throughout high school, the Sword & Shield has been a student organization that has fostered my creative expression,
love for writing and storytelling, and community-building
skills. Even during COVID-19, we continued to produce a
monthly paper that featured student voices, and I am very
proud of the work we created. The opportunities that the
Sword & Shield afforded me are indispensable, and I wish
the best of luck to future contributors and editors, and all
students at JMM! Have an amazing rest of high school!
~Maggie Di Sanza, Co-Editor in Chief
I have loved every moment I spent at the Sword and Shield.
We have been so successful - we organized our second
journalism convention, doubled our members, and included much more on the topics of social justice. We pushed
through a pandemic and produced issues every month that
were even longer than those of previous years. The Sword
and Shield gave me a place to express myself and have a
voice, and I hope it continues to be a space for students to
be welcomed and be able to share their individuality. I feel
so honored to have been a part of such a hard working, talented, and diverse group, and I am certain that the editors
and contributors to come will uphold the legacy of our paper. Good luck to everyone - I can’t wait to see what you do!
-Jessica Jiang, Co-Editor in Chief
The past couple years at the Sword & Shield have honestly
been phenomenal. Our team has been so kind, caring, and
welcoming, and has strived to ensure that everyone feels
comfortable, represented, and safe. I am so proud of all the
work we’ve done, putting out a quality issue every single
month, even throughout quarantine. Working on the paper
is such a fun and rewarding experience and I’m extremely
grateful for the opportunity I’ve had to reach the student
body in such an important way. Good luck to all of our future editors and contributors, we know that you’ll carry the
paper to incredible new heights!
-Amina Waheed, Copy Editor

Julianna Baldo
Arts & Entertainment

Jessica Jiang
Co-Editor in Chief

Caleigh Christy
Operations Manager

That was fun. Good luck. Try your best. Thanks.
-Tanay Desai, Sports Editor
Amina Waheed
Copy

Good luck to all our Sword
and Shield
seniors!
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Visit www.jmmswordandshield.com for more!

Sincerely,
Your Senior Editor Team

Celebrating Seniors
High Honors
Daniel Amelinez- Robles
Jack Bell
Grace Belshaw
Beau Bernards
Matthew Berthoud
Kiara Bissen
Carolyn Bohm
Brooke Borland Maxwell
Brandridge Megan Braun
Anne Sophie Brilla Gerrit
Brinkman Zoe Byer-Wein
Jaspreet Chahal
Madison Chao
Edward Chen
Caleigh Christy
Katherine Clark
Kira DeLorme
Tanay Desai
Margaret DiSanza
Annika Doeppers
Sonam Dorjee
Madeline Emmerich
Ethan Ferry
Mackenzie Fitzgerald
Kobey Frey
Spencer Frey
Nicolas Gimelli
Melanie Golden
Glen Han
Summar Hayek

4.0 in Bold
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Emma Heidinger
Grace Heise
Lydia Helle
Amelie Hirscher
Jacqueline House
Jessica Jiang
Michael Jiang
Daniel Jing
Isabella Johnston
Erikson Jones
Jessica Kahn
Archit Karunakaran
Elodie Knoche
Carina Koch
Garret Kraemer
Neha Kulkarni
Jeffrey Li
Janna Liu
Angela Ma
Natalie Marking
Charles Maysack Landry
Jasper Metzloff
Mollie Mockert
Anya Molek
Cameron Moll
Diego Morales Carruyo
Aiden Nellis
Victor Nguyen
Man Yin Ni
Caitlin O'Donnell

Ellie Overkamp
Dana Parker
Sanil Partha
Isabel Pliszka
Jonathan Prine
Ethan Prudent
Robert Rafferty
Saivarshini Rishi
Erin Roseboom
Anika Sanyal
Sugeeth Sathish
Ella Sawicki
Lauren-Anne Schutz
Hetvi Shah
Sophia Shashko
Veronika Souzek
Sophie Spanos
Amaya Stanley
Gabriela Stark-Torrentera
Evan Steinmetz
Charlotte Sweet
Julia Tatooles
Vivian Truong
Oliver Van Note
Emily Wadzinski
Cecily Wang
Joseph Wendtland
Antonio Wu
Katherine Yehle
Sara Young
Aayush Zaveri

Honors
Emily Alt
Tyne Andrews
Connor Arifin
Julianna Baldo
Brooke Barakat
Sylvia Barbush
Katherine Barden
Thomas Barrett
Alisa Bilyk
Jaydon Bott
Helen Briney
Owen Brown
Katrina Brunner
Eunisse Maur'nn Cabus
Alirio Chacin-Guerra
Kevin Chang
Sawyer Chiles
Peyton Cox
Baylee Crooks
Rayna Cunningham
Michael DeYoung
Nerianyela Diaz Bermudez
Todd Dombo
Mason Douglas
Samantha Eckhardt
Drew Ellingson
Ryan Elmes

Alayna Fischer
Bella Frechette
Alexa Fuller
Joylyn Gong
James Marni Gonzalez
Alexandra Hedrick
Halia Hirschfield
Cameron Jackson
Christian Jensen
Nathaniel Jester
Erika Jimenez
Simon Kaldor
Amal Kheraz
Trea Klingele
Harrison Lehmann
Heewone Lim
Hastings Lyons
Jackson Maas
Kaina Martines
Anjali Mathur
Bridget McCarthy
Alexander McFerren
Natalie Moore
Luis Morales-Aparicio
Jameson Muller
Nikita Nair
Evan Paucek

Silas Pickhardt
Ainsley Reeves
Natalie Rodenkirch
Jason Rosario-Weezorak
Lily Rozeski
Claudia Salgado
Micah Scarlett
Nathaniel Schaal
Gavin Schauder
Leo Shafranski
Adeja Shannon
Max Sheets
Aaron Siegal
Alexis Solis-Hernandez
Linnea Sorensen
Samuel Stalsberg
Madeline Sturm
Drew Tuescher
Rodney Vakunta
Carter Vanderloo
Autumn Watson
Olivia Wegner
Cole Wichmann
Connor Williams
Zoe Woloshin
Lauren Wolters
Michael Yao
Kyle Yu

SCHOLARSHIPS & AWARDS
NATIONAL MERIT COMMENDED STUDENTS
Julianna Baldo

Angela Ma

Jeffrey Li

Oliver Van Note

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP FINALISTS
Matthew Berthoud
Michael Jiang

Edward Chen
Sanil Partha

Neha Kulkarni
Veronika Souzek

Jessica Jiang
Antonio Wu

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
Jessica Jiang
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Sanil Partha

UW People Program Scholars
Tenzin Choesang
Pamela Cruz-Jimenez
Glen Han
Yair Montes
Ruory O’Dell

Katherine Osorio-Blanco
Sophia Shashko
Ibrahim Shoukfeh
Amaya Stanley
Cecily Wang
Susan Orea-Zarate

Academic Excellence Award
Jessica Jiang
Michael Jiang
Jessica Kahn
Neha Kulkarni
Jeffrey Li

Victor Nguyen
Saivarshini Rishi
Veronika Souzek
Julia Tatooles
Oliver Van Note

Herb Kohl Initiative Scholar
Lamontae Burrell

Herb Kohl Excellence Award
Oliver Van Note

Andy Gauss Memorial
Kiara Bissen

Bruce Dahmen Memorial Scholarship
Megan Braun
Charlotte Sweet

Devine Family Foundation
Alirio Chacin-Guerra
Andrea Norman

Ross M. Koen
Sydney Beglinger
Connor Williams

Betty Perego
Asho Abdullahi Cristian da
Costa
Nerianyela Diaz Bermudez

Jose Gonzalez
Kevin Juarez Lopez
Santos Marquez
Diego Morales Carruyo

Downtown Kiwanis Club

Theodore Herfurth Award
Rayna Cunningham

William McPyncheon Trust Fund
Amaya Stanley

Jack Bell

Jamie Lindl Athletic Leadership Award

West Towne Middleton Rotary

Jack Bell

Katrina Brunner
Cecily Wang

Caleigh Christy

Madison West Lion’s Club
Robert Rafferty

Breakfast Optimists
Jeniya Adams

Sauk Trails Optimist
Jaspreet Chahal
Joylyn Gong

Tom Hardin Scholarship

Lily Rozeski
Antonio Wu

Summit Credit Union
Ella Sawicki
Rodney Vakunta

Spartan Family Scholarship

Cyndi, Katie & Sean Kaump Athletic
Award
Grace Belshaw
Simon Kaldor

Dick Shimon Outstanding Senior Athletes
Kate Yehle
Kyle Yu

WIAA Scholar Athlete Award
Edward Chen
Charlotte Sweet

TEEM Scholar
Cameren Ketarkus
Lorelei Pimienta

Joshua King

John Stuessy Scholarship

Marti Kaump Music & Performing Arts

Gabriela Stark-Torrentera

Cameron Moll
Oliver Van Note
Demonte Thurmond
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Frank A. Zuerner Memorial
Madison Chao

Hazel Paschall Scholarship

Carolyn Taylor

Patricia Fenne-Garcia

Ashanti Graham
Travona Jordan

Ethel Mabie Falk
Kira DeLorme
Todd Dombo

Michael Sheahan Memorial Award
Claudia Salgado

Gary Nelson
Jessen Black

Albert Trathen Memorial Scholarship
Ariana Thompson

Senior Artist Features

Fritz Kaump
Romari Bennett
Noelia Xelhua

Downtown Rotary Club Youth Awards
Senior Improvement: Kaitlin Witalison
Senior Achievement: Neha Kulkarni
Outstanding Senior: Jessica Jiang
Community Service Judge: Edward Chen

F. J. Meade Award
Maggie Di Sanza

Downtown Rotary Club Foundation
Copper Daniel
Litzy Gomez

Kevin Rodriguez
Adeja Shannon

Artist: Joyce Ni
What type of art do you do?
Digital Art, Anime Art, still
life, paintings.
What have you gained from
your artistic experience?
A key to a world that I can
freely roam in without a
worry for mistakes.
Do you have a favorite
project you worked on?
I never took any actual art classes, but I really enjoyed
creating art based on abstract concepts like “the abyss of
black” and “churning shine.”
Will you be continuing art beyond high school?
Certainly, and I might even start to take art classes!
Are there any art forms you hope to explore more of in the
future?
Definitely, I wish to explore more on how to create murals
and work on refining my painting skills.
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Advice would you give to
future and current JMM
artists?
There are countless
wonderful artists out
there, speaking the vivid
language of art, so talk and
collaborate with them
whenever possible! Don’t
close yourself in - art is an
ever-evolving masterpiece.

Musician/Artist: Jessica Jiang

many deep commonalities that connect us through art; as
long as you really love creating or playing your form of art
(or what it represents) there will be people that identify
with you and appreciate
your work.

Artist: Antonio
Wu
What type of art do you
What type of art do you do?
I do visual and performing arts - I love drawing, painting,

do?
I am a classical

taking photographs, and creating ceramic works. I also play

pianist. I’ve performed

the piano and violin, and I played alto saxophone for four

at several venues and

years.

with many orchestras.

What have you gained from your artistic experience?

This summer, I will be performing at the Peninsula Music

I have learned so much from creating art and playing music.

Festival as well as with the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra at

I’ve learned how to channel my inner self through mediums

the annual Concerts on the Square series.

that don’t require words. I’ve been able to find my voice and

What have you gained from your artistic experience?

my style and make every art piece or performance special to

I got an idea of what hard work genuinely looks like.

me in some way. And in doing so, I have learned how

Preparing for performances is a long-term project with

important it is to share art with others, because it gives you

small struggles you have to overcome everyday. Working on

a sense of community and connection that is so timeless

my craft on the piano also taught me that the creative

and vital to society.

process is an integral tool for anything in life-anything from

Will you be continuing art beyond high school?

appreciating other art forms to writing a paper, organizing

Yes, I plan to study piano with the faculty at Dartmouth and

service events, or playing a sport.

potentially study music abroad as well. I will audition for

Even though music and other art forms are long projects,

the Dartmouth Symphony Orchestra and double major in

there’s also the thrill behind performing in the moment,

Music and Applied Math. I will be continuing to do visual

when all bets are off. Piano taught me to be a true

art in my spare time and will find groups that also want to

performer. I often feel like life is a show in itself, and having

create or spread art’s influence.

the confidence and initiative to go after things, not

What advice would you give to future and current JMM

necessarily knowing where they lead, is something valuable

artists?

I have learned through music.

My best piece of advice would be to find what really inspires

Will you be continuing art beyond high school?

you and channel that into your music or creations. The best

I almost majored in piano performance at Vanderbilt, but

artwork is the kind that holds meaning to the creator and

I decided to major in public policy at USC. One of the

can be interpreted by the audience. As people, we hold so

biggest realizations I had while choosing my college and
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major was that music can be and is a part of people’s lives in

Definitely a greater sense of self, and a space to destress

so many different ways. It’s up to me to define what music

from what may be going on around me. I‘ve always been

will be in my life. I might audition for the musical studies on very artistic, but picking it back up during sophomore year
piano minor at USC; but, by then music will truly be about

was insanely rewarding because it was one of the few times

what I want to put in for myself. It will be a lot more

in the day where I could sit down, zone into my work, and

self-motivated and driven, and I think I like that more. I

not have to worry about what other things I needed to do.

didn’t want to play music as an actual career--artists don’t

Advice would you give to future and current JMM artists?

have to be artists by career. Learning to make music for the
sake of myself is something I want to get in the habit of
early on so that it can be a part of my life forever.
What advice would you give to future and current JMM
artists?

It sounds so incredibly cheesy- but put yourself out there!
There have been so many times when another person’s story
or perspective has added to my art, and there are also so
many opportunities that I have gotten by letting my art be

seen. Even if it's just a small instagram account or just a
There are lots of ways to let music and art be a part of your painting hanging in your living room, I think it's very
life. Don’t let the idea of perfection or being an amateur
important to honor yourself and the work you create by
cloud your artistic ambitions. Have borderline arrogant

confidence in your vision! Every artist always has something
new to learn; new ideas, changed feelings, different
outlooks on life and how to express it. However, there’s no

letting it be seen, even in a more limited way.
Any art forms you hope to explore more of in the future?
I started experimenting with lino printing a couple months

ago, and it was so fun! The only downside is that you have to
point in it if you can’t enjoy what you have to offer right now. go out and buy each individual lino block, but it's definitely
Additionally, always share or play music (or any other art) something I hope to explore more this summer.
with other musicians and artists! During the pandemic, I
had to put more of an effort into finding ways to listen to
music, but it always provided such a shock of inspiration
and enthusiasm into my own playing even if the piece or
even instrument had nothing to do with what I was working
on at the moment.

Artist: Rayna Cunningham
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In specific relation to the BLM Movement, why has art
been a great way for you to express your support?
I think art is so impactful when it comes to revolutions and
movements because it is a visualization of really powerful
elements of society that can’t
always be seen.
Describe the piece you

What type of art do you do?

created - what did it look like

My favorite medium is paint

and what was the message

(namely acrylic and

behind it?

watercolor), but I also love

I created a piece that was an

experimenting with

homage to all the past black

drawing, lino prints, clay,

and brown revolutionaries

textile art, and more!

that have given me the ability

What have you gained from

to have a voice. It directly

your artistic experience?

references Gil Scott-Heron’s song “The Revolution Will Not

Be Televised” as that song really inspired me to go out to
both create and experience change at the time.
Will you be continuing to create art for yourself and for
social justice movements beyond high school?
Absolutely! Recently I submitted a piece for the Rape Crisis
Center’s youth zine, and I hope to be involved in both art
and social justice spheres in college, and continue to
intertwine those.

What I Learned in my
Independent Study
By Jessica Jiang

I have always loved
art, whether visual,
digital, or
performance. I took
my first painting
class last year, and
wanted to continue
with Painting 2 in
senior year.
Unfortunately, there
were not enough
people in the class,
and I wasn’t able to
take the course. But
thankfully I was able
to do an
Independent Study, where I would try to expand my
painting techniques and improve my skills.
In my Independent Study, I focused on learning how to use
a palette knife. In Painting 1, I had used only paint brushes,
so the palette knife was a new tool that I wanted to get the
hang of. I knew an artist, Leonid Afremov, who primarily
used the palette knife in his works. I really enjoyed his art
style (I even did a short presentation on him in Drawing
2sophomore year) and so my advisor, TPF, suggested that I
try to recreate one of his works to help me learn the style
and how to use the palette knife.
It was a much more difficult process than I originally
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anticipated - at first, I tried to simply imitate his artstyle
and create my own painting. But I quickly found that the
color combinations didn’t match up, the blending of the
palette knife wasn’t working as well, and overall my
painting didn’t really resemble Afremov’s work. Thinking
through the process, I realized that the palette knife wasn’t
the best choice for the paint type and canvas I had - I was
using acrylic paints on a hard canvas panel, while Afremov
typically used oil paints on canvases with surfaces made
with fabric. This meant that the palette knife’s magic
blending wouldn’t work so well in my case, as oil paints
blend better and don’t dry as quickly as acrylics. So taking
these into account, I completed my next painting with a
different strategy.
I was still using acrylics and a canvas panel, so this time I
focused on the style of Afremov’s painting. I found a
YouTube video online of him completing a painting in real
time, starting pretty much from scratch. I decided to use
paint brushes for better-blending purposes, and began to
follow his painting. In slowing down the video to .25x
speed, replaying and rewatching certain parts where I
couldn’t catch up, and completely mirroring his actions, I
found myself creating a painting that looked very similar to
the end product of his. I discovered which color
combinations he used and how he portrayed his signature
pleasing rainbow appearance, complete with bright shining
lights, in his paintings. In parts that were thinner and
required more refined details, I either used my smallest
brush or
switched to the palette knife a bit. Eventually, I produced a
painting that was most definitely in the style of Afremov.

For my final painting, I decided to do more with the
palette knife. I had seen paintings of acrylic flowers with
thick petals, created with palette knives. I decided I wanted
to try something similar to get the technique down. I first
painted a background and a tree trunk with a paintbrush,
and then got to work on the flower petals. I started from the
top left corner and worked my way to the right. At first, I got
clumpy, shapeless, and quite flat flowers, especially when
the paint itself was a bit more gloopy or dried out. But as I
kept creating flowers, I found myself figuring out how to
apply the paint and the best stroke to get the petal shape.
The flowers improved in quality, and I was satisfied with my
newest technique by the end of the painting process. My
painting had a very different style compared to the Afremov
imitation or the first painting - it was a lot cleaner and had a
more simple, minimalistic style. It definitely was very
different from my usual style of painting, but I enjoyed
creating it nonetheless.
Overall, I had a very valuable experience creating works in
this Independent Study. I was able to see how important the
choice of tool, paint, and surface was in working
harmoniously to produce the intended results. I was able to
recreate a style of painting and learn to use a new painting
tool, both skills that I can now add to my toolbox when I go
to create paintings in the future. There was definitely no
better way to close off my time painting at Memorial.
Thanks so much to TPF for helping me throughout this
process!
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Senior Athlete Features
By Tanay Desai and Jessica Jiang

Athlete: CJ
Prosser
Sport: Golf (and
Soccer)
How long have you been
playing?
Since I was 5.
What is your favorite
position/event/court?
Blackhawk CC. Heaven on
Earth.
What are you doing after high school?
I will be attending UW-La Crosse.
Advice for future players?
Have fun with it. If you’re playing the sport, it’s because
you love it, and nothing else. Also take this as an
opportunity to improve outside of school. Golf is one of
the only sports offered at Memorial that you can play for
years after High School.
What is your favorite memory?
My first Varsity meet, which was Sophomore year.
How did you balance being a superstar in TV
Commercials and a Varsity athlete?
Haha. It’s not too hard when you’re me. Comes naturally.

Athlete: Tenzin Choesang
Sport: Soccer
How long have you been
playing?
Since I was 8, this was my
true passion. I always watched
my favorite team, Manchester
United, and played with my
Tibetan friends.
Favorite
position/event/court?
Striker.
What are you doing after
high school?
Going to UW Madison and
studying to become a physical therapist.
Advice for future players?
Have fun. Enjoy time with these teammates and coaches.
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It can be hard, but it’s always important to have fun.
What is your favorite memory?
Eating food with my teammates. I loved to masticate with
my teammates. I’d always chew slowly to not only savor
the flavor, but also the time we spend together.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
Teammates. For sure all the guys I played with. We had the
funniest, best moments. I’m very sad that I know I may
never see many of them again.

Athlete: Jaydon
Bott
Sport: Football and
Baseball
How long have you been playing?
Feels like forever.
Favorite position/event/court?
I absolutely loved playing fullback.
What are you doing after high school?
I will be attending the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
What is your favorite memory?
Beating Verona in 2019.
Advice for future players?
Listen to your coaches. They are always sharing wise
advice and are looking out for you. Feel free to ask them
anything on your mind as well.
What player did you try to emulate on the field?
I tried to be the best version of myself, and I encourage
everyone to be like that.

Athlete: Jessica
Jiang
Sport: Tennis
Which sport do you play for
Memorial?
I played Varsity Tennis for four
years.
Which flight did you play?
In freshman and sophomore
year, I played primarily at the 4
Singles flight with some 2 and 3 singles matches mixed in.
During junior year, I mostly played 1 Doubles, and during
senior year, I played at the 1 Doubles flight.

How long have you been playing tennis?
I have been playing tennis for 14 years.
What are your post high school plans?
I will be attending Dartmouth College in the fall, studying
Applied Math and Music. I plan to join the Club Tennis
team.
Favorite memories from the sports seasons?
One of my favorite memories is placing fourth in
Individual State this past spring with my sister, Sophia.
We battled so many great pairs together and worked really
hard to be able to get that far, so I’m really proud of what
we accomplished.
Another favorite memory is going to Team State
sophomore year. It was the first time the JMM Girls
Tennis Team went to Team State in 13 years, so I was
super excited to be a part of history in a sense. The
atmosphere was electrifying, and I’ll never forget the
bonds our team made that year.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
My number one piece of advice would be to always
remember that you cannot be perfect 100% of the time.
You are human - and humans are not meant to be perfect.
We are meant to grow and learn from errors and losses.
Work hard, be rigorous with your practice, and always
look to improve - but within that, you need to be forgiving
and know when to congratulate yourself for all you have
done.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
I will forever remember and cherish the friendships I have
made and the experiences I have had with my teammates.
Being a part of the tennis team was a huge part of my
growth as a player and as a person; the support and
encouragement that I have received and learned to give
will always be a part of me.

Athlete: Cole
Kuhne
Sport: Football
and Track
How long have you
been playing your
sports?
I have been playing
football since 6th grade and am going into my 4th year in
track.
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What is your favorite position/event/court?
My favorite position in football is WR and my favorite
event for track is the 4x400.
What are you doing after high school?
Majoring in journalism at UWEC and possibly running
track there.
Advice for future players?
Don't think you have all this time to get better and train
because the sooner you know it's all over.
What is your favorite memory?
Getting a personal record on the 400m run sophomore year.
I was so hyped, and everyone around me was hyped for me
as well. It was an amazing feeling. One of those moments
you’ll never forget.
What will you take away from your time as a spartan
athlete?
It was a time well spent and I encourage everyone else to
join.

Athlete: Jacob
Carney
Sport: Baseball
How long have you been
playing?
14 years.
What is your favorite
position/event/court?
1B/playing west/anywhere
Post high school plans?
Playing baseball at Carthage
College in Kenosha.
Advice for future players?
Listen to your coaches.
What is your favorite memory?
Hanging out with my teammates. It’s the little moments
that I will always remember.
What is your favorite memory?
Every game. I’ll remember every game, and I loved every
moment of it. I loved practice too.
What steps did you take to become the player you are
today?
Listened to my coaches and worked hard on and off the
field.
Will you win a national title at Carthage College?
Most likely.

Athlete: Charlotte Sweet
Sport: Basketball and Track
Which sports do you play
for Memorial?
I played basketball and did
track for 4 years.
Which position or event do
you participate in?
In basketball I was a guard.
In track and field, I ran the
200 and the 400 as well as
pole vaulted.
How long have you been
playing these sports?
I have played basketball for
9 years and just competed in
track in high school.
What are your post high school plans?
I will be attending Bowdoin College in Maine and playing
basketball.
Favorite memory from the sports seasons?
My favorite memory was the state track meet sophomore
year. It was crazy to be at an event with 10,000 fans
watching you compete. But my favorite part was staying
in the dorms with the team and just hanging out.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
“Work your hardest. And once you have, there is nothing
more you can do.” Losing is heartbreaking, but knowing
you could have done more is worse. If you give 100%,
then you can walk away knowing that you did everything
you could. Then, you get back to work to be even better.
The most successful athletes I have met don’t just love to
win, they love to work hard.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
What I will remember most is how incredible the
community of athletes is. Every team is a family. Without
my teammates, I wouldn’t
be where I am today.

Athlete:
Jackson Maas
Sport: Soccer
How long have you been
playing?
Since I was 3.
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What is your favorite position/event/court?
Winger
What are you doing after high school?
I will be attending Marquette University to study business.
Advice for future players?
Have fun. This is what you have done your whole life,
don’t overthink it, and just enjoy the game.
What is your favorite memory?
Every game. I’ll remember every game, and I loved every
moment of it. I loved practice too.

Athlete: Adeja
Shannon
Sport: Track and
Field
Which sport do you do?
Track.
Which events do you do?
100m, 200m, and long jump.
How long have you been doing
track?
4 years.
Favorite memory from the sports seasons?
Cheering on the 4x4 at the end of meets.
What are your post high school plans?
Attending Tennessee State University majoring in criminal
justice.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
Don't be so hard on yourself and have fun.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
How fun meet days were and supportive the team is.

Athlete: Ethan Ferry
Sport: Volleyball,
(Basketball, Track)
Volleyball position played?
Libero/ Defensive Specialist.
Favorite memory?
Playing basketball in the packed gym.
What will you miss most?
Going to lunch every day with the
guys.
What are your post high school plans?
After graduation I am going to UW-Madison as a business
major.
Which events or positions do you play?

Athlete: Oliver Van Note
Sport: Volleyball, Hockey
Which sports do you play for Memorial?
Hockey and Volleyball.
Which events or positions
do you play?
Hockey-Goalie;
Volleyball-Middle
Blocker.How long have you
been doing your sports?
Hockey-since 2nd grade;
Volleyball-since 9th grade.
Favorite memory from the
sports seasons?
My favorite hockey memory is from the Onalaska
Tournament, where we ended up in overtime in two
games. I was the goalie during both of the elimination
shootouts. In the first game, I stopped 2 of 2 shots for the
win. In the second game, I stopped 3-3 shots for the win.
My favorite Volleyball memory is recording 8 blocks
against Middleton my sophomore year
What are your post high school plans?
Attend the University of Michigan - Ann Arbor to study
Aerospace Engineering.
What advice would you give to future athletes? Try out
for a fall sport your freshman year so you can meet a lot
of new people before school starts. Do not let tryouts
intimidate you.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
I will remember early morning and late night hockey
practices due to limited ice availability. I appreciate how
fun and rewarding it is to be part of a team that represents
Memorial.

Athlete: Luis
Valencia
Sport: Track &
Field and
Football
Which sports do you
play for Memorial?
Track & Field - Did
Football Sophomore
Year.
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● Throw Shot put and Discus
● Played Left Tackle (football)
How long have you been doing your sports?
● Track & Field: 4 years
● Football: 1 year
What are your post high school plans?
I’m planning on attending MATC currently for 2 years to
get my Associates in Business and hopefully eventually
pursue an Acting career.
Favorite memory from the sports seasons?
Honestly I loved all of my Track & Field seasons, they
were all an amazing experience. If I would have to say one
though I would probably have to say Freshmen Year
because I love looking back on how I started and how I’m
doing now. Not just how I’m doing physically but mentally
as well. When I first joined Track & Field I could barely
squat with the bar but now looking at how far I have come
is amazing.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
If you want to try a sport, go ahead and try it. Don’t be
afraid to try something new I promise you, You will regret
that you didn't do it and not regret that you did it. While in
the sport you will face ups and downs but those are just
barriers to make you even stronger. Most importantly while
doing a sport don’t forget to have fun while doing it.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
The people and coaches you meet will start off as strangers
but eventually become family. I will remember all the
people I met and what they did for me. I will miss them so
much.

Athlete: Carter Vanderloo
Sport: Volleyball
What position do you
play?
Middle Blocker.
Favorite moments?
All the time I got to spend
with the team doing
something we love.
Post HS plans?
I’ll be attending UW Eau
Claire. Major undecided,
but am planning to play club volleyball and trombone in
the band.
What will you miss most about JMM?
After-school volleyball practices with my friends.

Athlete: Dylan
Maier
Sport: Volleyball
Which volleyball position
did you play?
Outside Hitter
Favorite memory?
Listening to Sweet Caroline
with Coach Collins before
games.
What will you miss most?
Saturday tournaments with Kopp’s on the way back.
Post HS plans?
Going up to UW-Oshkosh to study business.

Working as a team can also include studying together or
just talking amongst each other to alleviate stress.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
I will most remember the feeling of community that I
experienced from being on the swim team. It was always
reassuring to have a group of people that you can rely on or
that will wave to you in the hallways. I never felt awkward
spending time with my teammates because they were
always kind and entertaining.

Athlete: Lamontae Burrell
Sport: Poms,
Cheerleading, Track

Which sports team were you on for
Memorial?
Poms, Cheerleading and track.
Sport: Swimming
How long have you been dancing?
Which sports do you play for
7 years.
Memorial?
What are your post high school
I’m a member of the swim team. plans?
Which events do you swim?
Attend UW Milwaukee and major in
I swim 100 butterfly and 200
finance and dance.
IM.
What was your favorite song to
How long have you been
dance to?
swimming?
Beyoncé.
I have been swimming on a
Favorite memory from the sports seasons?
competitive team since I was
Cheerleading - 2nd competition.
eight years old.
Poms - learning choreography.
What are your post high school plans?
What advice would you give to future athletes and
I will be swimming and studying at Bryn Mawr College
dancers?
in Pennsylvania.
Stretch everyday.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Favorite memory from the sports seasons?
Spartan Athlete?
One of my favorite events from the season were the
Halloween parties. It was super fun to follow a theme as a How it brought me closer to the school community.
group and get ready together. Although that part of the
season is often the most stressful, the Halloween party
Sports: Volleyball and
provided a much needed break. It was entertaining to play
Softball
games as a group and see what the other groups came up
Which sports do you play for
with for their theme.
Memorial?
What advice would you give to future athletes?
I played volleyball and softball for the
I would encourage future athletes to lean on their
Spartans.
teammates when they’re stressed or overwhelmed. It’s
Which positions do you play?
pretty likely that your teammates also feel pressure from
I play shortstop for softball and I was a
struggling to balance their homework and practices.
DS/Libero for volleyball.

Athlete: Melanie Golden

Athlete: Peyton Cox
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How long have you been playing your sports?
I played volleyball for over 7 years and softball for 10.
What are your post high school plans?
I will be attending University of Wisconsin-Madison
while majoring in Journalism and Communications.
Favorite memory from the sports seasons?
One of my favorite memories from my four years of high
school sports was going down to Florida sophomore year
for Softball, along with beating Sun Prairie freshman year
for volleyball and seeing how much it meant to the
seniors!
What advice would you give to future athletes?
Never take any moment, any practice, any rep for granted.
Enjoy the highs of the thrilling wins but appreciate the
small moments with your teammates more than anything.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
I will always remember my teammates and coaches and
will forever be grateful for their support and
encouragement as they pushed me to be a better athlete
and person.

Athlete: Copper Daniel
Sport: Volleyball, Softball, and
Tennis
Which sports do you play for
Memorial?
I played volleyball and softball
my freshman year then JV
tennis my senior year.
Which events or positions do
you play?
For softball I played second
base and right field. For
volleyball I played outside hitter
and for tennis I played doubles
with Grace Ferstl.
How long have you been doing your sports?
I started playing softball when I was in 4th grade and my
first time playing both volleyball and tennis was at
memorial.
What are your post high school plans?
I’ll be attending Tennessee State University to study
Criminal Justice.
Favorite memory from the sports seasons?
My favorite memory is from the very short tennis season
this year, The end of the season party. It was so great to be
honored as a senior even though I only played for one
season, I really wasn't expecting it. I felt like I had been
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part of the program for all 4 years. My teammates and the
coaching staff really made me feel welcomed.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
Try out new sports while you're at Memorial, you'll meet
new people and gain skills!
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
I’ll remember the connections I made with my teammates
throughout the years as a Spartan Athlete. Especially with
Grace Ferstl, she taught me a lot about tennis and she
cheered me on when I needed some motivation.

Athlete: Olivia
Grout
Sports: Poms
Which sports team were
you on for Memorial?
The poms team.
How long have you been
dancing?
Off and on since first grade,
but competitively since
eighth grade so about 12 years.
What are your post high school plans?
I’m studying nursing at UW Milwaukee.
What is your favorite memory from the sports seasons?
Definitely going to camp the summer of junior year, it was
so awesome to watch the team bond and set the tone for the
year.

Athlete: Cooper
Lundal
Sports: Volleyball,
Basketball
What position do you play in
volleyball?
Middle blocker.
Favorite memory?
Trying to paint the rock three times
my sophomore year.
What will you miss the most about JMM?
The people.
Post HS plans?
I plan on attending North Central College in Naperville, IL
to play volleyball and study Sport Management.

Athlete:
Eddie Chen
Sports: Soccer,
Cross Country,
Swimming,
Track
Which sports do you
play for Memorial?
I have been on the varsity soccer, cross country, swim,
and track teams at Memorial.
Which events or positions do you play?
I played mainly outside midfield and defense for soccer
I’m a breaststroker for swimming.
I run mid-distance, 400’s and 800’s for track.
How long have you been doing your sports?
I have played sports every season at Memorial during my
four years here. In that time, I played soccer for three
years, swam and ran track for all four years, and I ran
cross country for the first time this Spring during the
alternate-fall season. During my life, I have played soccer
and swam ever since I was five years old and have been
running around the entire time.
What are your post high school plans?
I will attend the United States Military Academy West
Point. I am required to play a sport, but I am not sure
what sport I will choose yet.
Favorite memory from the sports seasons?
Some of my favorite memories include scoring a
game-winning header goal against West, swim team
canoe trips, and all the potlucks I have been to.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
Be a team player and support your teammates.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
I’ll remember the special bonds
and friendships I’ve made with all
of my teammates.

Athlete: Janna
Liu
Sport: Tennis
Position played: Doubles
(2 Doubles senior year)..
Post high school plan:
UW-Madison.
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Athlete: Connor Simon
Sports: Hockey
Which sports do you play for
Memorial?
Ice Hockey, 4 years.
Which position do you play?
Wing.
How long have you been
playing your sport?
16 years.
What are your post high school
plans?
Going to UW-Eau Claire to major in Music Education
What is your favorite memory from the sports seasons?
Winning the 2018 JV Culver Cup Tournament with my
team.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
Ask for help when you need it, but
make sure you actually need it.

Athlete: Cam
Ketarkus
Sports: Swim & Dive,
Track & Field
Which sports do you play for
Memorial?
Swimming and Track.
Which events or position do you
play?
In swimming I mostly swam
freestyle.
In track I run the 100, 200, 400, and long jump.
How long have you been doing your sports?
I’ve been swimming since I was 5 and I’ve done track
since freshman year.
What are your post high school plans?
I will be studying elementary education at UW-Madison.
What is your favorite memory from the sports seasons?
Freshman year state.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
Listen to your coaches and do what they say, because they
know what’s best for you.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
I will remember bonding with the team at all the potlucks
and dinners we had throughout the years.

Athlete: Caitlin
O’Donnell
Sports: Volleyball
and Softball
Which sports do you play for
Memorial?
Volleyball and Softball.
Which positions do you play?
Volleyball - middle hitter and
right side hitter.
Softball - Left Field.
How long have you been playing softball and
volleyball?
I have been playing both sports for eight years.
What are your post high school plans?
I am going to UW-Madison to study biology.
Favorite memories from the sports seasons?
Volleyball - winning the lip sync battle sophomore year.
Softball - singing reese's puffs before games as a hype up
song.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
Enjoy playing and the memories you make because four
years goes by very quickly.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
I will remember the friends I made. I will also remember
the intensity of close games and how I learned to work
with others to achieve our goals.

Athlete: Erikson
Jones
Sports: Volleyball
and Tennis
Position played for Volleyball?
Right Side Hitter.
Favorite memories?
Going out to lunch with my
friends.
Post HS plans?
I plan on going to Taylor University. There I’ll study law,
exercise science, join their club-volleyball program and
play a lot of intramurals!
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Athlete: Daniel
Amelinez-Robles
Sports: Soccer, Track
& Field
Which sports do you play?
I have done Track and Field every
year and I played soccer every year
except for senior year when the
track and soccer seasons
overlapped.
Which events or position do you
play?
In Track and Field I throw both the shot put and discus
with only the slightest favoritism for discus. When I played
soccer I was a defender, usually centre back.
How long have you been playing your sport?
I have thrown shot put and discus since the 8th grade track
meet, but I have only practiced since freshman year. Unlike
track, I have played soccer since I was three and played on
my MSCR team.
What are your post high school plans?
This fall I will be attending the California Institute of
Technology where I will also be competing on their track
team.
What is your favorite memory from the sports seasons?
My favorite memory from my seasons was when we were
able to come back and practice for the first time this year in
March. I was so excited to see my coaches and teammates
once again and to have the opportunity to pass on what I’ve
learned and have my hard work pay off.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
To all those who come after me I encourage you to believe
in yourself and never stop working towards your goals. No
matter what others say about your body or talents, don’t
give up and continue to outwork others until you reach the
goals you’ve set for yourself.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
What I will remember the most from my time as a Spartan
athlete is speed and strength the summer after sophomore
year. After a disappointing finish at regionals for track,
speed and strength taught me that hard work is essential to
reaching a goal and that it can also be quite fun.

Athlete: Micah Scarlett
Sports: Tennis, Cross Country
Which sports do you play for Memorial?
I ran cross country and
played tennis.
Which events or
positions do you play?
In tennis I’ve played both
singles and doubles but I
much prefer doubles .
How long have you
been doing your sports?
I’ve played tennis since
about 7th grade and only started running in high school
What are your post high school plans?
I’ll be attending UW Madison and majoring in
atmospheric sciences
What is your favorite memory from the sports
seasons?
In both sports, I’ve loved the family that we become over
the season and becoming really close with all the guys.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
Be a multisport athlete or cross train outside of your
season. This will indirectly help you with your main sport
by making you more athletic etc.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
I'll remember how passionate I was for every moment
spent on a court or on pavement.

Athlete: Jack Bell
Sports: Soccer, Swim & Dive
Which sports do you play for
Memorial?
In a typical year I play Soccer for
Memorial in the fall, Swimming &
Diving for Memorial in the winter,
and National Premier League
Soccer with The Madison 56ers in
the spring.
Which events/positions do you
do?
I play Goalkeeper when I play
soccer and my main strokes in
swimming are Backstroke and
Sprint Freestyle.
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How long have you been playing these sports?
I honestly don’t remember a time I wasn’t playing all these
sports so I will just say my whole life pretty much.
What are your post high school plans?
I plan to attend Luther College in Decorah, Iowa. I plan to
continue being a three sport athlete at the collegiate level.
Playing Soccer, Swimming, and Diving for Luther College.
GO NORSE!!
Favorite memory from the sports seasons?
Getting the chance to meet so many different teammates
and Playing on the varsity field with my older brother by
my side in playoffs during my sophomore season of soccer.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
Success is defined in many different ways, be a leader for
your teammates life and not just a season. Remember that
if you're having fun there is no reason to quit one sport just
to focus on another.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
Winning is always fun, but what I remember most is the
connections I made with my teammates and coaches.
Those memories will stay with me forever.

Athlete: Grace Belshaw
Sports: Softball
Which sport do you play for
Memorial?
Softball.
Which position do you play?
Second base.
How long have you been playing
softball?
8 years.
What are your post high school
plans?
Attending Carroll University and
majoring in Animal Behavior.
What is your favorite memory from the sports seasons?
Beating every team in the conference at least once during
sophomore year.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
Always put in your best effort but make sure you’re having
fun at the same time.
What will you remember most from your time as a
Spartan Athlete?
I will remember all of the people I had a privilege of
playing with throughout the years. I have met a ton of
amazing people throughout my softball career at Memorial.

Athlete: Patrick
McDonald
Sports: Football,
Wrestling, Track
& Field
Whichs ports d
 oy oup
 lay
f orM
 emorial?
Football, Wrestling, and
Track and Field.
Whichp
 ositionor events d
 o
youp
 lay?
For Football I’m an offensive and defensive tackle, For
Wrestling I wrestle at the 285 lbs weight class, and Track
and Field I participate in Shot put and Discus.
Howlongh
 avey oub
 eenp
 layingy our sports?
I played football since 7th grade and I started to play
everything else freshman year of high school.
Whata rey ourp
 osth
 ighs choolp
 lans?
My post high school plan is to go to MATC and do the
liberal art transfer system for two years. Thinking of
either transferring to UW-Madison or University of
Oregon. It would be awesome to do something active
during college, so working to be a walk-on for the
Badgers or Ducks would be rad! After that I would join
the Air Force and see where life takes me after that.
Favoritem
 emoryf romt hes portss easons?
There are so many great memories it’s hard to choose
one! I would choose all the team bonding activities I’ve
done through the seasons. Football was watching
pre-game video with the lineman and bonding by learning
and laughing (as well as making fun of eachother in a
good way) each play and the jokes made during practice.
Wrestling was napping before matches and the fun we
made during hard conditioning.Track and Field was
awesome because of how fun and friendly the practices
were and the time you spend after your meet.
Whata dvicew
 ouldy oug ivet of utureathletes?
Hard work, Respect, Leadership, Love, Sacrifice, and
Determination is what separates an average athlete from
great athletes. You will have moments in your life where
you will be tested to your utmost limit Mentally,
Physically and Emotionally. Never doubt yourself no
matter the circumstances because as long as you're putting
your best work in, know that you did everything you
could and no one can say otherwise. Lastly, there is
always time to improve but it’s up to you on how much
you're willing to sacrifice to get better.
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Whatw
 illy our ememberm
 ostf romy ourtimea sa 
SpartanAthlete?
The brotherhood I was a part of through all of high school.
All my friends and coaches who were like mentors to me
really put a mark in my life. I’m so very thankful for them
standing with me at my best and my lowest points. I
couldn’t ask for a better team and I’m proud to call myself
a Memorial Spartan.

Athlete: Anjali Mathur
Sports: Ultimate Frisbee, Tennis,
Cross Country
Which sports do you play
for Memorial?
Ultimate Frisbee, Tennis and
Cross Country.
Which position did you
play?
Handler, 1 doubles.
How long have you been
playing your sports?
Ultimate frisbee for all 4
years, cross country for
freshman and sophomore year, and tennis for junior and
senior year.
What are your post high school plans?
UW Madison for computer science, I also hope to play
ultimate frisbee in college.
Favorite memory from the sports seasons?
During the 2019 Madison Mudbath tournament, the JMM
girls team was not a large enough team to create a single
team for a tournament and so we combined with the west,
east, and edgewood teams to create two teams where every
player who wanted to play could. It was so fun to play with
people from different schools and to play ultimate frisbee
in the snow/mud during that tournament.
What advice would you give to future athletes?
Play a sport because you love it and find a way to love the
community but don't force yourself to like a sport if you
feel left out based on your performance.

Senior Poetry Column
By Julianna Baldo and Emmie Digon

THANK YOU MEMORIAL
By Julianna Baldo

The first thing you see are the big double doors in the
Welcome Center

The foyer, where I held hands with so many friends
walking out after class

The A-wing staircase, where I can still feel the rush
of adrenaline I got

when I’d run up the steps late to class

THE NEW YOU
By Emmie Digon
Four years ago, you entered high school
Whether it be with excitement, or reluctance,
You made that first step
You closed that distance
The distance between the you in 2017,
And the you now
You, who now knows the difference between wisdom and
naivety
The distinction between a true friend and a person that
makes you forget your self worth

The music hallway, where I’ve spent 4 amazing years

You, who now understands the boundary line between

years ago

You, who has grown as a person over the past four years,

The fieldhouse, where I took my first Memorial class 4
The auditorium doors, opening up to the stage where
I’ve made some of my biggest accomplishments
Room 851, late night practise
Thank you Memorial

recklessness and rationality
But is still trying to figure out who you truly are
Now, it is time for you to move forward
This chapter has ended,
So turn the page,
See what comes next,
And find the new you

2017-2021 PLAYLIST
By Emmie Digon
Seniors, congratulations on graduating. Here is a
nostalgic playlist of all the songs you have listened to
throughout your high school years. Please enjoy the
music and I wish you the best of luck with facing the
new chapter of your life.
2017
“No Promises” by Cheat Codes ft. Demi Lovato
“Ko Ko Bop” by EXO
“I’m the One” by DJ Khaled ft. Justin Bieber, Chance the
Rapper, Lil Wayne
“It Ain’t Me” by Kygo, Selena Gomez
“Sign of the Times” by Harry Styles
“Shape of You” by Ed Sheeran
“Feel it Still” by Portugal. The Man
“Praying” by Kesha
“LMK” by LIl XXEL
“Slow Hands” by Niall Horan
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2018
“I Like It” by Cardi B, Bad Bunny and J Balvin
“Eastside” by Benny Blanco, Halsey & Khalid
“God’s Plan” by Drake
“FRIENDS” by Anne-Marie
“Shallow” by Lady Gaga
“Without Me” by Halsey
“Never Be the Same” by Camila Cabello
“God is a Woman” by Ariana Grande
“In My Feelings” by Kevin Gates
“1950" by King Princess
“Bodak Yellow" by Cardi B
“Fake Love" by BTS
“Better Now" by Post Malone
“Havana" by Camila Cabello
“High Hopes" by Panic! At the Disco
2019
“Old Town Road” by Lil Nas X ft. Billy Ray Cyrus
“Juice" by Lizzo
“Sucker" by Jonas Brothers
“Bad Guy" by Billie Eilish

“Look What You Made Me Do” by Taylor Swift
“Hard Times” by Paramore
“Castle on the Hill” by Ed Sheeran
“Young Dumb and Broke” by Khalid
“Something Just Like This” by The Chainsmokers and
Coldplay

Co-Founding Spartan
Awareness
By Joylyn Gong
In August of 2018, I co-founded Spartan Awareness with
the intention of creating a club that would spread
awareness on the societal health disparities that are
prevalent across the globe. Health issues that ranged from
cardiovascular disease, depression, ADHD, to diabetes
were topics that I hoped would reach out to a large
audience at Memorial, as millions of teenagers have faced
at least one obstacle with their health, whether it be one
that is physical or mental. With Spartan Awareness, I
opened up a space where students from various
backgrounds could be in an environment where they could
feel safe and belonged with the support of others.
Additionally, the process of structuring Spartan Awareness
was the first ever prominent leadership position role that I
took on, making it both a compelling and challenging
experience for me.
Over the course of the two years that I ran the club, I was
able to help structure fundraisers and group meetings that
served to financially support non-profit organizations and
create an ambience where everyone who was a part of the
club could speak on health issues that were either personal
to them or of someone that they know of. Our two most
significant fundraisers were the ones that centered around
donating toys and necessities to the American Family
Children’s Hospital at UW-Madison’s campus and helping
to provide funds for the American Heart Association.
Going alongside other officers of Spartan Awareness to
purchase the items and recognizing how those donations
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“Truth Hurts" by Lizzo
“I Don’t Care" by Ed Sheeran & Justin Beiber
“Boy With Love" by BTS ft. Halsey
“Someone You Loved" by Lewis Capaldi
‘Don’t Start Now" by Dua Lipa
2020
“Rain On Me" by Lady Gaga, Ariana Grande
“Dynamite" by BTS
“Heather" by Conan Gray
“Savage Love" by Jason Derulo
“Positions" by Ariana Grande
“If the World Was Ending" by JP Saxe
“Therefore I Am" by Billie Eilish
“How You Like That" by Blackpink
“Intentions" by Justin Bieber
2021
“Drivers License" by Olivia Rodrigo
“Levitating" by Dua Lipa
“Deja Vu" by Olivia Rodrigo
“Break My Heart" by Dua Lipa
“Holy" by Justin Bieber
“Selfish Love" by Selena Gomez
“Mood" by 24KGoldin

gave joy to a resident’s day were some of the most
memorable moments as a leader of the club. Working
collaboratively with others, we facilitated events that
raised over $1,000 altogether; furthermore, the number of
members that came to the meetings began to gradually
increase as we had a growing number of future plans
lined up on our agenda. Getting to have earnest
discussions with Spartan Awareness members while
organizing and decorating tri-fold and hallway posters
were moments when we could create close and genuine
bonds with each other -- something that I will always
remember when I graduate from Memorial. Not only did
co-founding this club allow for several Memorial
students to speak on issues that were of importance to
them, but I was also able to mature and grow as a person
and discover my further passion in advocating for the
closing of health disparity gaps that affects people of all
ages.
Although I will be graduating from Memorial this year,
I’m hoping that Spartan Awareness will continue to
prosper in the years to come. I’m incredibly grateful and
lucky to have been a leader of the club and met some of
the most dedicated and generous people ever!

First Name
Emily
Daniel
Lexi
Tyne
Jaxson
Julianna
Brooke
Katie
Tommy
Sydney
Jack
Grace
Romari
Beau
Matthew
Tristin
Casandra
Kiara
Carolyn
Brooke
Jaydon
Max
Megan
Helen
Owen
Katrina
Lamontae
Jassi
Kevin
Madison
Eddie
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Last Name
Where?
Alt
University of San Diego State
Amelinez-Robles California Institute of
Technology
Anderson
Madison College
Andrews
UMN or UW Seattle
Argentiero
UW-Milwaukee
Baldo
Carleton College
Barakat
UW-Madison
Barden
St. Olaf College
Barrett
UW-Milwaukee
Beglinger
UW-Oshkosh
Bell
Luther College
Belshaw
Carroll University
Bennett
North Carolina Central University
Bernards
UW-Madison
Berthoud
William & Mary
Bird
Madison College
Bird
Madison College
Bissen
University of St. Thomas
Bohm
UW-Madison
Borland
University of Arizona
Bott
UW-Madison
Brandridge
Edgewood
Braun
University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Briney
UW-Madison
Brown
UW-Madison
Brunner
UW-Madison
Burrell
UW-Milwaukee
Chahal
UW-Madison
Chang
UW-Whitewater
Chao
UW-Madison
Chen
United States Military Academy
West Point
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Hoonil
Joseph
Caleigh
Peyton
Salma
Rayna
Cristian
Copper
Jameon
Mat
Kira
Tanay
Michael
Maggie
Annika
Todd
Sonam
Jesse
Dirk
Samantha
Maddie
Ella
Dominic
Ethan
Aaliyah
Mackenzie
Aidan
Kobey
Spencer
Addy
Litzy
Joylyn

Choi

Madison College

Christy
Cox
Cruz
Cunningham
da Costa
Daniel
Davis
DeFilippi
DeLorme
Desai
DeYoung
Di Sanza
Doeppers
Dombo
Dorjee
Drake
Ebbs
Eckhardt
Emmerich
Enright
Fanello
Ferry
Fisher
Fitzgerald
Freeman
Frey
Frey
Godager
Gomez
Gong

Jose
Olivia
Benny

Gonzalez
Grout
Gustafson

University of Missouri (Mizzou)
UW-Madison
Work
UW-Madison
Madison College
Tennessee State University
I don’t know.
Work
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Luther College
University of Texas at Austin
University of New England
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
St. Thomas
Madison College
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Madison College
UW-Madison
University of Iowa
Mizzou
The Aveda Institute
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Madison College
UW-Stevens Point
University of California, San
Diego
Work
UW-Milwaukee
Marquette University

Davis
Summar
Alec

Hardy
Hayek
Hayes

Grace
Lydia
Alexander
Amelie
Halia
Christian
Jessica

Heise
Helle
Henderson
Hirscher
Hirschfield
Jensen
Jiang

Michael

Jiang

Daniel
Aidan
Maia
Jaslynn
Aidan
Isabella
Erikson
Ben
Jessie
Simon
Sophi
Cam
Moly
Ana
Carina
Garret (use
this one)
Cole
Neha
Harrison

Jing
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnston
Jones
Justus
Kahn
Kaldor
Kelly
Ketarkus
Kheraz
Kielley
Koch
Kraemer
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Kuhne
Kulkarni
Lehmann

SCAD
Madison College
University of Minnesota - Twin
Cities
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Film school in Russia
UW-Oshkosh
Aveda Institute Tampa
Luther College
Dartmouth College (Hanover,
NH)
University of California, Los
Angeles
UW-Madison
Focusing on cooking
North Central College
Real Estate
Work
Purdue University
Taylor University
UW-Whitewater
University of Michigan
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
UW-La Crosse
Trent University
University of Minnesota
UW-Eau Claire
UW-Madison
University of Minnesota Twin
Cities

Jace
Hastings
Angela
Anourack
Anjali
Zachary
Jasper
Jenai
Nicolette
Mollie
Cam
Yair
Natalie
Diego
Luis
Thanya
Nikita
Nikita
Jilli
Victor
Man-Yin
Ruory
Caitlin
Lisbet
Susan
Katherine
Ellie
Dana
Pierre
Evan
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Silas
Jackson
Isabel
Isabel

Liu
Lyons
Ma
Macvilay
Mathur
McGrath
Metzloff
Miller
Miscevich
Mockert

UW-Madison
University of Oregon
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Madison College
Madison College
UW-Milwaukee
UW-Madison
University of Minnesota Twin
Cities
Moll
Luther College
Montes
Madison College
Moore
Auburn University
Morales Carruyo Madison College
Morales-Aparicio UW-Madison
Moreno
Madison College
Nair
UW-Madison
Nair
UW-Madison
Newman
Concordia University-St. Paul
Nguyen
UW-Madison
Ni
UW-Madison
O’Dell
Madison College
O’Donnell
UW-Madison
Ocampo Soto
Madison College
Orea-Zarate
UW-Madison
Osorio-Blanco
UW-LaCrosse
Overkamp
UW-Madison
Parker
Albion College
Parker
Work
Paucek
University of Minnesota Twin
Cities
Pickhardt
Northern Michigan University
Plautz
UW-La Crosse
Pliszka
University of Minnesota
Pliszka
University of Minnesota

Pierre
Jonathan
CJ
Bobby
Grant
Ainsley
Marly
Natalie
Kate
Alyssa
Saivarshini
Emma
Kevin
Ryan
Nasib
Claudia
Ella
Micah
Iza
David
Lauren
Adeja
Sophia
Risha
Aaron
Connor
Katy
Emily
Alexis
Linnea
Veronika
Sophie
Sam
Gabby
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Powell
Prine
Prosser
Rafferty
Reed
Reeves

Air force
UW-Madison
UW-La Crosse
UW-Madison
Work
University of Minnesota Twin
Cities
Reynolds
Embry-Riddle
Rhodes
Iowa State University
Ringeisen
University of St. Thomas
Rios
UW-La Crosse
Rishi
UW-Madison
Roder
UW-Eau Claire
Rodriguez
UW-Milwaukee
Ruoho
UW-Stevens Point
Sahal
UW-Madison
Salgado
UW-Madison
Sawicki
UW-Madison
Scarlett
UW-Madison
Schab
FRCC then transfer to CSU
Scholten
Army
Schutz
Macalester College
Shannon
Tennessee State University
Shashko
UW-Madison
Shelat
Madison College
Siegal
Beloit College or Air Force
Simon
UW-Eau Claire
Smith
Madison College to UW-Madison
Smith
UW-Stevens Point
Solis-Hernandez Madison College
Sorensen
Unsure
Souzek
Marquette University
Spanos
UW-Madison
Stalsberg
UW-Madison
Stark-Torrentera UW-Madison

Evan

Steinmetz

Maddy
Vivian
Rodney
Luis
Oliver

Sturm
Truong
Vakunta
Valencia
Van Note

Carter
Emily
Dee
Travis
Joey
Cole
Abby
Connor
Lauren
Antonio

Vanderloo
Wadzinski
Walker
Watts
Wendtland
Wichmann
Wieseckel
Williams
Wolters
Wu

Noelia
Kate
Ethan
Kyle

Xelhua
Yehle
Yepiz-Foat
Yu

University of Colorado
Boulder
Montana State University
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Madison College
University of Michigan - Ann
Arbor
UW-EauClaire
UW-Madison
Delaware St. or MATC
Madison College
UW-Madison
UW-La Crosse
UW-Milwaukee
Madison College
UW-Madison
University of Southern California
Edgewood College
Macalester College
I don’t know.
Winona State

Congratulations seniors, and good
luck in all your future endeavors!
We know you’ll find success!
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Senior Wills
I, Daniel Amelinez-Robles, leave my discs to the thrower that can spin them the most.
I, Jaxson Argentiero, leave my lunch spot to my sister and her friends.
I, Julianna Baldo, leave my love, pride, appreciation for, and sleepless nights cramming
to Ananya Krishna.
I, Jack Bell, leave the title of "Best Diver" on the team to Drew Bennett, The Soccer team
Ipad to Bailey Greene, and Peer Partners Club to DJ Izell.
I, Romari Bennett, leave my favorite book to the Librarians.
I, Kiara Bissen, I leave the swim team cage benches to the juniors and sophomores.
I, Max Brandridge, leave the Pokemon Club to Michael.
I, Jassi Chahal, leave my crushing anxiety to Satkar Grewal.
I, Kevin Chang, leave the memories with Ms. Glaaser.
I, Eddie Chen, leave my I heart Breast Stroke cap to Alvaro Schoenleber.
I, Hoonil Joseph Choi, leave my best.
I, Caleigh Christy, leave the auditorium keys to the first person to find my graffiti in the
Theater.
I, Peyton Cox, leave my car to Delaney Cox.
I, Salma Cruz, leave my stress to the school.
I, Copper Daniel, will leave the role as BSU President to Awa.
I, Mat DeFilippi, just want Mr Newland to know how much he's inspired me...thank you.
i've come a long way since freshman year, and now i'm an artist for a popular indie
game!
I, Kira DeLorme, leave my unfinished assignments to Ms. Mitchell.
I, Michael DeYoung, leave senior jers.
I, Todd Dombo, leave my, after football practice, car playlist to Chris Guevara.
I, Jesse Drake, leave the water wonder to Gabe Pitzen.
I, Kobey Frey, leave my backpack to Nate, he has experience with heavy backpacks.
I, Benny Gustafson, leave making a fool out of myself to whoever wants to lead the
studie next year.
I, Grace Heise, leave the JMM Ski Team to new captains Lauren Welsh and Coco Becker.
I, Lydia Helle, leave the @sisters_of_the_spandex instagram account to Ella Graper.
I, Lyrik Hutson, leave my nothing to no one.
I, Michael Jiang, leave my best wishes to the incoming class at JMM.
I, Jessica Jiang, leave my Sword and Shield writing to Sophia.
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Senior Wills
I, Daniel Jing, leave my calc textbook to whoever needs the answers.
I, Maia Johnson, leave the piggy timer to Dwyer.
I, Aidan Johnson, will make sure my little brother is always taken care of.
I, Isabella Johnston, leave all the Friday nights of laughter to Claire.
I, Jessie Kahn, leave my car to my sister Ava.
I, Sophi Kelly, leave my notes to my friends so they don’t have to do them too.
I, Cam Ketarkus, leave all my speedos to Jack Gammie.
I, Jace Liu, leave my tears in the A wing all gender bathroom.
I, Hastings Lyons, leave number 12 to Alex Grahn.
I, Angela Ma, leave my determination to take 7 aps to literally anybody else.
I, Jenai Miller, leave my jersey to Drew Slempkes.
I, Nicolette Miscevich, leave my jersey number to Frannie.
I, Cam Moll, leave the responsibility of caring for Farquaadjacob to Emily Kunkel.
I, Yair Montes, leave my jersey #14 to Alex.
I, Luis Morales-Aparicio, leave my school computer to my teachers.
I, Ruory O'Dell, leave my favorite copy of Les Miserables to anyone who needs to find
themselves and seek justice.
I, Lisbet Ocampo Soto, will give a thank you card to Ms.Sparks.
I, Ellie Overkamp, leave my amazing german slap dancing skills to Julia Votava.
I, Silas Pickhardt, leave my dignity to Henry Pickhardt.
I, Jackson Plautz, leave my throwing shoes to Mr. Frontier.
I, Bobby Rafferty, leave all in person school to the juniors this year.
I, Grant Reed, leave my drumsticks with Mr. Jaeger.
I, Natalie Rhodes, leave my extensive math knowledge to Mr. Collins.
I, Ryan Ruoho, leave my missing assignments to Tatum Rosheisen.
I, Adeja Shannon, leave my music playlist to Coach Drew.
I, Sophia Shashko, leave everything to Ms. Geerdes.
I, Connor Simon, leave all of my admiration and appreciation to Mr. Voss.
I, Katy Smith, leave random dance breaks during football games to Alex Smith and
Devion Fountain.
I, Vivian Truong, leave my poms jacket to Isabel Morris.
I, Connor Williams, leave my cross country shoes to the next freshman that decides to
take up cross country.
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Senior “Quotes”
from the Class of 2021
First
Name
Lexi
Jaxson

Last Name Senior Quote

Tristin

Bird

Anderson Live it up
Argentiero “Hope is a good thing, maybe the best of things, and no
good thing ever dies”
Jack
Bell
Growth takes place outside
of your comfort zone
Romari
Bennett
“Oh you rich rich?” - She
1:47
Casandra Bird
“Eh Sorry, my soul is worth
more than 12 pizzas,”

A person who never failed
never tried anything new
Kiara
Bissen
Eat Pasta, Swim Fasta
Jaydon
Bott
Krusty Crab is unfair
Max
Brandridge Now, I may be ignorant
sometimes…
Megan
Braun
Kids Turned Out Fine
Gerrit
Brinkman We’ve been trying to reach
you about your car’s extended warranty
Owen
Brown
2020, 2021, whatever it
takes.
Kyawn
Buchanan -was released from his 4
year sentence
Lamontae Burrell
Things end but memories
last forever
Jassi
Chahal
I’m here for a good time not
a long time
Kevin
Chang
“We’re still here, and we aren’t anywhere close to done
yet!”
Madison Chao
simply happy
Hoonil
Choi
Knowledge is power.
Joseph
Caleigh
Christy
Live...
Rayna
Cunning- What a long strange trip its
ham
been
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Cristian

da Costa

“If the opportunity doesn’t
knock, build a door.”
Mat
DeFilippi “You are a prodigy. The only
problem is that you don’t
believe it.”
Kira
DeLorme Laugh...
Michael DeYoung Always bet on yourself
Todd
Dombo
Live in the present, the future isn’t guaranteed
Ella
Enright
You miss 100% of the shots
you don’t take -Wayne
Gretzky -Michael Scott
Dominic Fanello
“You don’t turn your back
on family, even when they
do.” -Dominic Toretto
Mariana Fernandez “I wish there was a way to
Roque
know you’re in the good old
days before you’ve actually
left them”- Andy Bernard,
The Office.
Aidan
freeman
But I can say that life is
good to me. Has been and is
good. So I think my task is
to be good to it. So how do
you be good to life? You live
it. - Morgan Freeman
Kobey
Frey
Can I have 2019 back?
Benny
Gustafson Make her laugh so she forget you’re ugly bruh
Alexan- Henderson Always look forward to
der
something.
Halia
Hirschfield carpe diem
Lyrik
Hutson
“when life gives you lemons
make bacon pancakes”
-Lazygamer697
Christian Jensen
True!
Jessica
Jiang
Life rushes past on the
wind, but memories float
by like fireflies in the night.
Catch them if you can.
Michael Jiang
Graduating hits different
Daniel
Jing
Where did all the time go?
Aidan
Johnson
this is in us not on us
Jaslynn
Johnson
“To start small cancel pride
and prepare yourself for
greatness”

More“Quotes”

Yair

from the Class of 2021
Maia

Johnson

Isabella

Johnston

Jamiah

Jones

Ben

Justus

Sophi

Kelly

Cam

Ketarkus

Cole
Harrison
Jace
Hastings

Kuhne
Lehmann
Liu
Lyons

Angela

Ma

Zachary

McGrath

Jasper

Metzloff

jenai

Miller

Cam

Moll
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Approach without a fear of
failure.
“Shoot for the moon; if you
miss you will die in outer
space, which is cool.”
I don’t know I just work
here
“sometimes you will never
know the value of a moment
until it becomes a memory.”
Dr Seuss
“Life is an improvisation.
You have no idea what’s
going to happen next and
you are mostly just making
things up as you go along.” Stephen Colbert
To be honest I don’t know
how I graduated
am I allowed to say fbgm?
No
Oh boy, now what?
There’s no time like the
present
I’ll burn that bridge when I
get to it.
Always try your best to do
what’s right
The greatest thing you can
be is messed up because
you’re messed up in your
own beautiful way. -Frank
Iero (except messed was the
f word but shhhh)
its Jen-I not Jen-aye
“I wish there was a way to
know you were in the good
old days before you actually
left them.” - Andy Bernard

Diego
Luis

Thanya
Man-Yin
Ruory

Lisbet
Ellie
Evan
Silas
Isabel
Jonathan

grant
Natalie

Montes

“nobody is gonna hit as
hard as life. But it ain’t about
how hard ya hit. It’s about
how hard you can get hit
and keep moving forward.”
Rocky Balboa
Nobody can be too busy, Its
Morales
Carruyo
matter of priorities.
MoralesAdversity hit hard this
Aparicio
year in many forms but we
did get through it by coming together, persevering
enough to come out stronger together to keep moving
forward.
Moreno
Just keep going.
Ni
“Life will only get tougher
- so live out every moment
of it”
O’Dell
“The desert seems vast,
endless even. Yet scientists
tell us that somewhere, even
know, there is snow.”
-Cecil G.S. Palmer, Welcome to Nightvale, episode
002
Ocampo
“I never dreamed about
Soto
success. I worked for it.”
Overkamp “you don’t know how incapable i am” -sylvia barbush
Paucek
When I am sad I stop being
sad and be awesome instead
Pickhardt Long Live the B-Wingers
Pliszka
Farewell
Prine
If ignorance is bliss this
lesson would appear to be a
deliberate attempt on your
part to deprive me of happiness, the pursuit of which
is my unalienable right
according to the declaration
of independence-Calvin and
Hobbes
reed
never give and always fight
for what you believe in
Rhodes
I talk with my friends - taylor swift

Final“Quotes”
from the Class of 2021

“Nothing is 100% perfect
but with hard work, you can
make it 99.9%”
-Sai :)
Ryan
Ruoho
“dyslexia bibnt stob we”
Nasib
Sahal
Only those who will risk
going too far can possibly
find out how far one can go
and I’m willing.
Claudia
Salgado
The world is filled with nice
people... if you can’t find
one, be one❤️
Micah
Scarlett
Hope I didn’t just peak
Iza
Schab
“Would I change anything
about my journey? No.” Jahseh Onfroy
Adeja
Shannon
if my mouth don’t say it my
face definitely will
Risha
Shelat
brown people can have pretty eyes too smh
Aaron
Siegal
“If idiots could fly, this place
would be an airport”
Connor
Simon
When...when you..when
you uhhhhh...when.when...
Weauuahuaeuhn
Katy
Smith
Collins said don’t give up on
your dreams, so I went back
to sleep.
Emily
Smith
Give us the tools and we will
finish the job- Sir Winston
Churchill
Evan
Steinmetz Oh, how time flies when
you sit behind a screen and
join zoom meetings all day.
Ariana
Thompson “You forget a thousand
things everyday, how about
you make sure this is one of
them?”
DeMonte Thurmond Sometimes your brain can
be your worst enemy, but
don’t let the darkness consume you.

“Make Good
Decisions”

Saivarsh- Rishi
ini
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~Bruce Dahmen
1952-2014
Luis
Oliver

Emily
Dee
Travis
Joey
abby
Alli

Connor
Lauren
Noelia

Valencia

You miss 100% of the shots
you don’t take!
Van Note “The difference between
stupidity and genius is that
genius has its limits.” -Albert Einstein
Wadzinski You’ll regret what you didn’t
do more than what you did.
Walker
Just give my diploma and
pronounce my name
correctly
Watts
Live! Laugh! Love!
Wendtland Be proud of who you are
and always have confidence
wieseckel fbgm
Williams
Cry. Forgive. Learn. Move
on. Let your tears water the
seeds of your future happiness. Change has to come
for life to struggle forward.
Williams
Sometimes, I don’t even
know...
Wolters
“There is no bad ideas, just
poorly executed awesome
ideas” -Damon Salvatore
Xelhua
“I hate the ending myself,
but it started with an alright
scene”

Best Memories of the Class
of 2021
First Name Last Name
Daniel
Lexi

AmelinezRobles
Anderson

Tyne

Andrews

Julianna

Baldo

Brooke

Barakat

Sydney

Beglinger

Jaxson

Katie

Sydney
Jack

Argentiero

Barden

Beglinger
Bell

Grace

Belshaw

Tristin

Bird

Kiara

Bissen

Brooke

Borland

Max

Brandridge

Jaydon
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Bott

Best high school
memory?

Sophomore and senior
year track seasons

Before I my junior year
of highschool started,
I got into the STEM
Academy. I joined a
camp through the
STEM academy with all
the students that summer before my junior
year started.
choir class junior year
My first theater production
Hugging my friends
before the curtains
opened on the first
night of the musical
Pep-rallies
Tping

Pep Rallys

pep rally freshman year

Getting to compete
with my brother by my
side at state, and in
playoffs sophomore year
Going to the football
games

Camping for challenge
and adventure
Swim team sleepover
sophomore year
football games

Junior year football
game vs Verona

Doing stuff with members of Pokemon Club

Megan

Braun

Helen

Briney

Gerrit

Brinkman

Owen

Brown

Kyawn

Buchanan

Lamontae

Burrell

Lamontae

Burrell

Jassi

Chahal

Kevin

Chang

Hoonil Jo- Choi
seph
Caleigh

Christy

Peyton

Cox

Salma

Cruz

Rayna

Cunningham

Cristian

da Costa

Copper

Daniel

Mat

DeFilippi

Kira

DeLorme

Michael

DeYoung

Jameon
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Davis

Junior year homecoming week
Any part of the cross
country season jr year

Food adventures during
lunch
Junior year homecoming
The Pandemic

The pep rally’s

Cheerleading and football games
Going to the movies
with my friends

Sports teams, football
games and team events,
as well as school events
Music concert.

Tech Week for the musical when I was at
school from 8 in the
morning til Midnight
almost everyday
Playing high school
sports

Having lunch with my
friends and laughing

Going to football games
and afterwords driving
to get food.
Soccer season during
the junior year.

BSU spring break trip

my best high school
memory’s are the Pep
Rally’s.

hanging out with my
girlfriend outside of
study hall before school

Any day in sophomore
AP World with Janssen.
The Florida basketball
trip

Annika

Doeppers

Todd

Dombo

Jesse

Drake

Ella

Enright

Mariana

Fernandez
Roque

Aaliyah

Mackenzie

Fisher

Fitzgerald

Aidan

freeman

Kobey

Frey

Addy

Godager

Jose

Gonzalez

Benny

Gustafson

Grace

Heise

Alexander

Henderson

Amelie

Hirscher

Joylyn

Lydia
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Gong

Helle

Goofing off at swim
meets with my friends.
Friends, Sports, Pep
rallies, dances

Winning the 500
against Middleton sophomore year
Being involved in pep
rallies

Biology class with Jessica and Cassandra.
sophomore pep rally
sporting events and
dances

The battle of the bands
shows probably.

Seeing my friends again
after a year of lockdown.
Making new friends

Co-founding the Spartan Awareness Club
where I helped spread
awareness on societal
health disparities

Being part of the varsity posters
Time spent with Mr.
Nick

Homecoming pep rallies
Volleyball, football
games, and fake prom

Getting really embarrassed for the movie I
made for film festival.
That was a good lesson.
Otherwise it was some
of the football games I
attended - those were
fun.
Football games

Halia

Hirschfield

Lyrik

Hutson

Jessica

Jiang

Michael

Jiang

Daniel

Jing

Jaslynn

Johnson

Maia

Johnson

Aidan

Johnson

Isabella

Johnston

Erikson

Jones

Jessie

Kahn

Cam

Ketarkus

Christian

Aidan

Ben
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Jensen

Johnson

Justus

challenge and adventure
class
Virtual school

2020 Musical Prank:
Building a wooden box
and screwing it shut
around a car.

Girls Tennis Team State
2018 or performing
in the Overture Center
junior year with JMM
students in the audience.
Savoring time with
friends
All of it

sophmore year at verona
Experiencing the real
high school experience
instead of the false advertising on Tv .

Going to football games
in the rain or snow
hanging out with my
friend Myjee

My friends and I went
to the football game
against Verona during
Junior year and then
got ice cream and
played laser tag afterwards.
Lunch with friends

probably bowling for
team sports

Going to football games
and school dances

Putting mentos in a 2
liter of root beer in the
cafeteria Freshmen year

Sophi

Kelly

Ana

Kielley

Garret

Kraemer

Cole

Kuhne

Harrison

Lehmann

Hastings

Lyons

Zachary

McGrath

jenai

Miller

Junior

Mitchell

Neha

Kulkarni

Jace

Jasper

Nicolette
Cam

Liu

Metzloff

Miscevich
Moll

Yair

Montes

Diego

Morales Carruyo
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Sing/screaming songs in
cars with my friends,
no matter the time, or
type. I’ve done it on my
way to Starbucks at
lunch in early November to christmas songs.
Or at night to random
songs. It’s always fun.
peyton cox slipping in
the parking lot and
peeing herself

Homecoming week junior year
hanging with the boys

Doing the relay race for
the junior class at the
2020 pep rally
SkillsUSA

Thet fact my last day
was some random
weekday in March last
year.

soccer season sophmore
year
Going out with friends.

Getting let out early to
get the first brats for
our brat fest.
pep rally junior year

Savage Soccer Sisters
going home

Either closing night of
Shrek the Musical sophomore year, or December 20, 2019, my 17th
birthday, it just embodied the perfect day.
Avid Overnight field
trip

Experiences at the Outdoor Adventure Club
and English practices
with Ms Price

Luis

Thanya

Moreno

Nikita

Nair

Nikita

Nair

Ruory

O’Dell

Lisbet

Ocampo Soto

Ellie

Overkamp

Pierre

Parker

Evan

Paucek

Jackson

Plautz

Isabel

Pliszka

grant

reed

Natalie

Rhodes

Kate

Ringeisen

Man-Yin

Silas

Bobby

grant

Alyssa
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Morales-Apa- Finally having my
ricio
brother return from
being in the hospital for
about 4 months.

Ni

Pickhardt

Rafferty

reed

Rios

Going out with friends
and my brother to
lunch

All homecoming weeks
the past years were really fun
All the pep rallies

Meeting my closest
friend

when someone startee
playing a saxophone in
the cafeteria wearing
swimming trunks.

My favorite memory in
high school is meeting
what I call my friends
now.
making fun of people
for crying on closing
nights of shows and
then sobbing two seconds later
Freshman year being
lost in the the science
and math stairway
Junior Homecoming

Making The Sound of
Music Video

Potlucks with the swim
team
Graduation

Junior year cross country sectionals
pep rally

going out to lunches
with my friends
state cross country
with my bffs 4 life
Football Games!

First homecoming

Saivarshini Rishi

Kevin

Rodriguez

Ryan

Ruoho

Nasib

Sahal

Claudia

Salgado

Micah

Scarlett

Ella

Sawicki

Iza

Schab

Lauren

Schutz

Adeja

Shannon

Risha

Shelat

Aaron

Siegal

Connor

Simon

Alexis

Solis-Hernandez
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One of my favorite
memories was in sophomore year when the
power went during 3rd
hour and my teacher
had us turn off all of
our laptops and stop
what we were doing
and we all told ghost
stories for the rest of
class.
sophomore year
summer

Going to the footballs
games with my friends
or the swim team team
sleepovers
All 4 years were a
memory to me.

Joining cross country!
Pep rallys

Every single passing
time

Meeting my boyfriend
on the bus

JV Conference for
swimming before the
medley relay everyone
was getting super excited and then we all
swam great.

Hocoming football game
jr year
the lord of the flies
competition that
ms.mitchell did. so
much fun

Getting a five on my
AP World test without
studying or doing any
homework for the entire year
The Benefits Concert
2019

AVID over night field
trip

Katy

Smith

Linnea

Sorensen

Veronika

Souzek

Sophie

Spanos

Gabby

Stark-Torrentera

Evan
Ariana

Thompson

Vivian

Truong

DeMonte
Luis

Thurmond
Valencia

Oliver

Van Note

Carter

Vanderloo

Travis

Watts

Emily
Joey

Wadzinski

Wendtland

abby

wieseckel

Connor

Williams

Lauren

Wolters

Noelia

Xelhua

Alli
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Steinmetz

Williams

Homecoming week of
Junior year especially
the Homecoming Game
when we won!
Going out with my
friends, talking to people in class.
Being a part of the
musical freshman year.
End of the year devils
trips

Being a member of the
JMM girls swim team
Performing in the
school musical every
year
Meeting new people
Choir field trips

Freshmen year Twirp

Definitely Friday Night
lights, being down at
the stadium hearing all
the supporters cheer on
the team!

Winning the State Math
Meet in my junior year.
It was the last thing I
did at school before it
closed for COVID-19.
volleyball season

Sport bonding activities
Shrek the Musical

Caving in my Challenge
and Adventure Class
junior year pep rally

Prom and making new
friends.

Taking my senior photo
at home.
My sister Olivia getting
hit in the head with a
hockey puck
The AVID College Trips
:’)

Senior Year in 3 Words Jameon
Mat
First Name Last Name
Daniel
Lexi
Tyne
Jaxson
Julianna
Brooke
Sydney
Jack
Grace
Romari
Casandra
Tristin
Kiara
Carolyn
Brooke
Jaydon
Max
Megan
Gerrit
Owen
Kyawn
Lamontae
Lamontae
Jassi
Kevin
Hoonil
Joseph
Caleigh
Peyton
Salma
Rayna
Cristian
Copper
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Describe your senior year
in three words
Amelinez- Restful, frustrating, disapRobles
pointing
Anderson
Stressful, eye opening,
freedom
Andrews
depressing, interesting,
unique
Argentiero Chaotic, tiring, busy
Baldo
Long, short, friends
Barakat
Stressful, short, unique
Beglinger
complete utter chaos
Bell
What Could’ve Been
Belshaw
Boring, lonely, uneventful
Bennett
Anxious, Reviving, discovering
Bird
Class in bed
Bird
okay, alright, boring
Bissen
Long but short
Bohm
An interesting adventure
Borland
so very weird
Bott
It really sucked
Brandridge Weird, Relaxing, Different
Braun
changing for better
Brinkman
Didn’t Pay attention
Brown
Very quite unfortunate
Buchanan Didn’t even have one
Burrell
I’m so done
Burrell
Ready to go
Chahal
Lonely, stressful, weird
Chang
Unpredictable, Interesting,
Weird
Choi
Great, fun, and enjoyable.
Christy
Cox
Cruz
Cunningham
da Costa
Daniel

Gone too fast
Frustrating, Adventurous,
Memorable
eventful, exciting, busy
Lemme log in
Different, good and special.
Token Black student

Michael

Davis
DeFilippi
DeYoung

Todd
Jesse

Dombo
Drake

Dirk
Ella
Dominic
Mariana

Ebbs
Enright
Fanello
Fernandez
Roque
freeman
Frey
Godager
Gong
Gonzalez
Gustafson

Aidan
Kobey
Addy
Joylyn
Jose
Benny
Jose
Grace
Lydia
Alexander
Amelie
Halia
Lyrik
Christian
Jessica
Michael
Daniel
Aidan
Jaslynn
Maia
Aidan
Isabella
Erikson
Ben
Jessie
Sophi
Cam
Moly
Ana
Cole

Hard, Long, Hectic.
zoom go brr
Unusual, different, memorable
For the Boys
Odd, learning, and surprising
To much Procrastination
unexpected, sad, chill
Is this real?
Different, fast, interesting.

long, frustrating, and trying
Inside, online, slow
Fast quite different
Calm, focused, eager
Passport to college!
Dontjoin, zoomwithvideo,
on
Gutierrez
very very boring
Heise
Unexpected, spontaneous,
memorable
Helle
unpredictable, disappointing, fun
Henderson It ain’t bad.
Hirscher
short, tiring, different
Hirschfield in my bed
Hutson
Lazy , Sleep, internet
Jensen
Long, Stressful, Tiering.
Jiang
All too short
Jiang
I’m finally free!
Jing
Short, Uneventful, Lazy
Johnson
very very different
Johnson
Challenging but fair .
Johnson
Laid back, unlucky, pajamas
Johnson
hard,tiring and rough
Johnston
One Big Blur
Jones
Different than expected
Justus
abnormal, fun, quick
Kahn
Fast, unique, lazy
Kelly
I wanted one
Ketarkus
Fun, chaotic, eventful
Kheraz
Minding my business
Kielley
virtual, weird, memories
Kuhne
low key bussin

Carina

Koch

Neha

Kulkarni

Harrison
Jace
Hastings
Angela
Anourack
Anjali
Zachary

Lehmann
Liu
Lyons
Ma
Macvilay
Mathur
McGrath

Jasper
jenai
Nicolette
Junior
Cam

Metzloff
Miller
Miscevich
Mitchell
Moll

Yair
Diego

Montes
Morales
Carruyo
MoralesAparicio
Moreno
Nair
Nguyen

Luis
Thanya
Nikita
Victor
Man-Yin
Ruory

Ni
O’Dell

Lisbet

Ellie
Pierre

Ocampo
Soto
Orea-Zarate
Overkamp
Parker

Evan
Silas
Isabel
Jonathan
Bobby
grant
grant
Natalie
Alyssa

Paucek
Pickhardt
Pliszka
Prine
Rafferty
reed
reed
Rhodes
Rios

Susan
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Challenging, Different, and
Fun
exhausting, spontaneous,
fun
Slept through class
Face palm emoji
quite the surprise
Tired, boring, exhausting
not paying attention
curiosity found interests
Confusing, complicated,
decent
So. Many. Zooms.
a rollercoaster ride
Weird, Fun, Scary
Worst Stuff Ever
Unexpected, unpredictable,
ever-changing
Excited, boring,
Meet new people, new
experiences, gratitude
Rapid, burdensome, disconnectedness.
Bogus, Quite, Sad
Interesting, difficult, crazy
Unmotivated, Relaxing(kinda), Restrained
Not the best
hectic, bittersweet, and
memorable.
Success, Growth, Strength
chaotic, interesting, and
funny
weird, weird, weird
Very unexpected experience
Stuck at home
Better than most
Different, goofy, silly
didn’t expect that
A weird experiment
relax, online, easy
easy, relaxed, crazy
I love Schlitz
No senior year

Saivarshini Rishi
Ryan
Nasib

Ruoho
Sahal

Claudia

Salgado

Ella
Micah
Iza

Sawicki
Scarlett
Schab

David
Lauren

Scholten
Schutz

Adeja
Sophia
Aaron
Connor
Katy
Emily
Alexis

Shannon
Shashko
Siegal
Simon
Smith
Smith
Solis-Hernandez
Sorensen
Spanos
Stark-Torrentera
Thompson
Thurmond
Truong

Linnea
Sophie
Gabby
Ariana
DeMonte
Vivian
Luis
Oliver
Emily
Dee
Travis
Joey
abby
Alli
Connor
Lauren
Ethan
Noelia

challenging, unexpected,
persistence
interesting, online and fun
Stressful, Challenge, Interesting
Unexpected, Unforgettable,
Unique
Short, virtual, fun
What just happened?
Disappointing because
covid
Rough, little motivation
Anticlimactic, difficult,
short
unique, crazy, odd
weird, fun, hard
Endless, reoccurring stress
Want a refund
What ‘Senior’ year?
A bittersweet finish
Weirdest year ever
Weird, Sleepy, Coffee
Different memorable busy
quick, memorable, different

Boring,corona.stressful
Dull, different, repetitive
Amazing, special, spectacular
Valencia
Emotional, Boring, Unique
Van Note
Rewarding, isolating,
peaceful
Wadzinski Bizarre, laid-back, underwhelming
Walker
Forget this stuff
Watts
it was something
Wendtland Zoom, computer, different
wieseckel
so much fun
Williams
Virtual School, Covid-19, At
home.
Williams
Long, boring, underwhelming
Wolters
Weird, Boring, Lazy
Yepiz-Foat Pretty Crappy NGL
Xelhua
Thank you Quizlet

To:
All my peers at memorial highschool
All my friends
JMM forensics team
Brooke Barakat
Avione Finesilver
My Dad
My Brother (Robert Bennett)
Claudia Carson
bryguy and the munchkins
My sister
Nicolette Miscevich, Maddy Sturm, Emily
Wadzinski
Joylyn Gong
Cole Kuhne
Boys Swim Team
Everyone
Mr. Frontier
The Munchkins
My mom S2
My mother.
My dad
Mrs. DeLorme
Rodney

From:
Lexi Anderson
Jaxson Argentiero
Julianna Baldo
Sydney Beglinger
Jack Bell
Grace Belshaw
Romari Bennett
Kiara Bissen
Brooke Borland
Max Brandridge
Megan Braun

Song Dedication
Pursuit of Happiness
History Maker
We Are the Champions
Bodak Yellow by Cardi B
Keep Your Head Up by Andy Grammer
Wish You Were Here by Pink Floyd
the.climb.back -J.Cole
What Makes You Beautiful by One Direction
Thunderstruck by AC/DC
Electric Feel by MGMT
Again by Fetty Wap

Jassi Chahal
Kevin Chang
Eddie Chen
Hoonil Joseph Choi
Caleigh Christy
Peyton Cox
Cristian da Costa
Jameon Davis
Mat DeFilippi
Kira DeLorme
Michael DeYoung

champagne problems by T.S.
Low by Flo Rida.
Boys Swim Team - All I Want for Christmas is You
Ode to joy.
The Owen Wilson song by Alex Christy
Feel So Close -Delena anthem
Never be alone - Shawn Mendes.
il uzi vert- dear mama
space oddity
Dear Mama by Tupac
Nonstop - it was our song all through junior year

All the seniors
Aaliyahmarly reynoldsall the seniors
All my opps
the munchkins ;)
maia johnson
me
my friends and fellow seniors
Sanil Partha
boney T
My Father ( RIP )
Noah St. Aubin
Ella Enright

Dominic Fanello
Aaliyah Fisher
Kobey Frey
Benny Gustafson
Grace Heise
Halia Hirschfield
Lyrik Hutson
Jessica Jiang
Michael Jiang
Aidan Johnson
Jaslynn Johnson
Isabella Johnston
Jessie Kahn

Congratulations by Post Malone
ribs
The Nights by Avicii
No Opp Left behind by 21 Savage
Unwritten
big time rush
you n’i
Good Times by All Time Low
Never gonna give you up by Rick Astley
Dont need time- hotboii
Another lifetime by Nao
“Thank You For Being A Friend” by Andrew Gold
better not

Molly Hagens

Garret Kraemer

my great grandma, Vera
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Sophi Kelly

Edge of Seventeen by Stevie Nicks-she always believed in
me and I love her very much.
RACECAR by Deaton Chris Anthony

Anyone
Kate Yehle
Taylor Swift
rees horman
the best amummu NA, Jeffrey Li
alex christy
My parents,
Maddy Sturm
Kate Yehle
My longest and best friend John
Boyfriend
MapyGoat
My best friend
my partner, Eden
Ms. Sparks
Anyone
Adriano Ponte
Swim Team
Natalie Rhodes and Marly Reynolds
Alec
me
Isabel Plyska
myself
Tatum Rosheisen
My friends
Dee Walker
Jackie House
everyone who works at MMSD
Janna Liu
Ms. Glaaser
Cecily Wang :)
Helen Briney
My friend group
myself
tatum rosheisen
Mr. Richardson
the Munchkins
the dive team
Litzy Gomez
Jenai Miller
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Cole Kuhne
Neha Kulkarni
Jace Liu
Hastings Lyons
Angela Ma
Anourack Macvilay
Zachary McGrath
Nicolette Miscevich
Mollie Mockert
Luis Morales-Aparicio
Thanya Moreno
Victor Nguyen
Man-Yin Ni
Ruory O’Dell
Lisbet Ocampo Soto
Pierre Parker
Silas Pickhardt
Jackson Plautz
Isabel Pliszka
Bobby Rafferty
Grant Reed
Natalie Rhodes
Kevin Rodriguez
Ryan Ruoho
Claudia Salgado
Adeja Shannon
Sophia Shashko
Aaron Siegal
Connor Simon
Katy Smith
Linnea Sorensen
Gabby Stark-Torrentera
Vivian Truong
Emily Wadzinski
abby wieseckel
Connor Williams
Lauren Wolters
Kate Yehle
Noelia Xelhua
Cam Ketarkus

hellcats and trackhawks
The Other Side of the Door (Taylor’s Version)
E-girls are ruining my life
Drive slow by kanye west
Do you wanna give me blue buff by lilypichu
My Heart Will Go On
I’m not sure what song I’d choose.
Hotel Motel-Pitbull
Today Was A Fairytale (Taylor’s Version)
Imminence - Diamonds.
L.O.V.E
You Were Beautiful by Day6
Way Back Home(Shaun)
“Drops of Jupiter”
Thank you by Joanna Smith.
“LifestyleBrazy” By Lucki
Opps by Jaydayoungan
Sweet Caroline
MOB TIES by 1020Meezy
Billy
born for this by the score
good directions by Billy Cunningham
FEEL.-Kendrick lamar
All Summer Long by Kid Rock
You’ve got a friend in me
sticks with me by nby younboy
riff off from pitch perfect
“The Masochism Tango” by Tom Lehrer
Sign of the Times
Just the way you are by Bruno Mars
Bad Romance by Lady Gaga
“Catch my Breath” by Kelly Clarkson
Molly Cyrus
Post Malone’s Congratulations
pimpin ain’t eazy
“The Logical Song”
Highway to Hell
Stacy’s Mom
You’re my Best Friend - Queen
Grenade by Bruno Mars

I have a

on you!

Aidan

Johnson

Nemyah

Maia

Johnson

Micah Scarlett

Jessie

Kahn

Coach Brian

Cam

Ketarkus

Jenai Miller

First Name

Last Name

Secret (or not so secret)
Crush

Sophi

Kelly

The College Board

Daniel

Amelinez-Robles

Sophia Shashko

Garret

Kraemer

Conner Simon

Lexi

Anderson

Me. Slumpkis

Harrison

Lehmann

one of the belshaws

Jaxson

Argentiero

Honestly, nobody

Jace

Liu

Taylor Swift

Julianna

Baldo

the DDAF banana suit ;)

Hastings

Lyons

Spencer Frey

Jack

Bell

Alyssa Rios

Angela

Ma

Grace

Belshaw

Gerrit Brinkman

Zachary

McGrath

They live in Chicago

Romari

Bennett

Emuye Berhanu

jenai

Miller

cole wichmann

Tristin

Bird

Audrey Toth but a lot of
people thought the same.

Nicolette

Miscevich

Emily Wadzinski

Junior

Mitchell

mrs.bowe

Luis

Morales-Aparicio

Jilli Newman

Thanya

Moreno

Franco Morales (BF
Graduated Last year)

Kiara

Bissen

Cam Ketarkus

Max

Brandridge

No comment.

Megan

Braun

Brady Prosser

Victor

Nguyen

Snail

Ruory

O’Dell

Eden, i guess it worked
out <3

Ellie

Overkamp

doesn’t everyone have a
crush on sylvia barbush?

Pierre

Parker

That one guy PIERRE :)

Silas

Pickhardt

Ms. Dindorf

Isabel

Pliszka

Beau bernards

grant

reed

sophia

Natalie

Rhodes

the janitor

Ryan

Ruoho

Tatum Rosheisen

Nasib

Sahal

Hanson grand (Minnesota) not from here

Micah

Scarlett

Neala Ohnstad

Iza

Schab

Adam Roach

Aaron

Siegal

I have not had human
contact in over a year,
so none I guess

Gerrit

Brinkman

Grace Belshaw

Lamontae

Burrell

Kyle Yu and Nicolas Gimelli

Jassi

Chahal

Myself - not a secret

Kevin

Chang

Bridget Mccarthy

Caleigh

Christy

Kira Delorme

Salma

Cruz

myself :)

Cristian

da Costa

That is distraction lol

Copper

Daniel

Beau Bernards

Jameon

Davis

iv’e had secret crush on
avanna and adeja.

Mat

DeFilippi

my girlfriend sam! she
graduated 2 years ago!

Kira

DeLorme

Caleigh Christy

Dirk

Ebbs

My girlfriend

Ella

Enright

Mr Voss

Aaliyah

Fisher

spencer frey

Mackenzie

Fitzgerald

Ben Heise

Kobey

Frey

Your mom

Connor

Simon

Janna Liu

Benny

Gustafson

Nora Erlandson

Katy

Smith

Cam Ketarkus

Summar

Hayek

Garret Kraemer

Vivian

Truong

The Spencers

Grace

Heise

Tyler Kerkhoff

Dee

Walker

Mateo mora

Lydia

Helle

Evan Prince

Joey

Wendtland

Sam Stalsberg

Alexander

Henderson

Had quite a few. The most
recent was Linnea Sorensen.

Abby

Wieseckel

Mr. Ward

Halia

Hirschfield

Haeden Turner

Alli

Williams

I have a crush on my
best friend.

Lyrik

Hutson

Nah couldn’t be me

Lauren

Wolters

Kyle Yu

Jessica

Jiang

CompSci

Emma

Roder

Brodde Peterson

Michael

Jiang

Victor Ngyuen

Noelia

Xelhua

Daniel

Jing

Well it’s a secret, so..

A lot of memorial
teachers :D
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ADVICE FROM
TEACHERS AT JMM

Mr. King: Advice from a math teacher: Take a class
in statistics, avoid credit card debt, travel somewhere
new, don’t overschedule yourself, call your parents
once a week and most importantly, make good decisions.
Ms. Patton: Take this opportunity to walk away
from high school drama. Walk fast. No, run.
Your true friends will walk and/or run away with you.
After you have left high school in the dust, work hard
on you.
You cannot be a kind and compassionate friend,
teammate, classmate, co-worker, constituent, spouse,
parent etc. until you have figured your own &^%$ out.
Then, once you know who you really are and what
you love to do, work hard to make every environment
you are in better than what it was before you showed
up.
That’s it. Simple. ;)
Congratulations and best of luck!
Mademoiselle Sparks: We don’t make mistakes,
we make decisions. Every choice you have ever made
has led you to this moment right now. Embrace life
and try to be as happy as you can.
Mr. Spence: Seniors, no matter what you do or
where you go in life after Memorial, always hold your
personal standards as high as possible. Along the way,
the standards that you are held to by others may at
times prove to be very low. Holding your own standards will allow you to excel and easily go “above and
beyond” no matter what the situation. Memorial has
held you to high standards for four years so that you’ll
be successful in all future endeavors. Many times in
life, hard work may seem optional, but so too is success. You have the choice to succeed. If you always
push yourself to work hard, eventual success will be
the result and you will know what it really means to
be a Memorial Spartan! Best of luck Seniors! --Mr
Spence.
Madame Zupan: I encourage you to be open to
new adventures, to explore your interests, and to not
be afraid to make mistakes or to ask for help. We are
all life-long learners and finishing your JMM experience is only the beginning of many new opportunities
ahead of you. And above all, believe in yourself!
Mr. Hutchins: Seniors, congratulations on completing a major part of your life journey. Though
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the last year and a half of this process kept us out of the
building, we stayed connected and remained focussed on
the goal of graduation. Be proud of yourselves for working
through a pandemic, the societal issues around you, and
any other obstacles you may have encountered during your
time at Memorial, you made it, and are on to the next step.
Wherever you go, and wherever you end up, remember to
keep moving forward, challenges will always be there, but
don’t let them hinder your progress, keep moving, keep
learning, keep understanding. You all will be remembered
and missed, and don’t forget, we will be here for you as
you move on, so reach out for advice, assistance, or to just
check in and say hi. Peace out.
Mr. Frontier: As you move beyond high school I have 2
pieces of advice:
1. Seek out new experiences, not dictated by your peers but
instead dictated by your interests and passions.
2. Set your goals high, reaching for something and failing
will teach you far more about yourself, than playing it safe.
3. Never stop seeking knowledge.
Best of luck CLASS of 2021, now GO, DO!
Ms. Weber: At the height of the fight for Civil Rights,
Dr. King talked about the “urgency of now.” He said, “We
are now faced with the fact that tomorrow is today. We are
confronted with the fierce urgency of now. In this unfolding conundrum of life and history, there “is” such a thing
as being too late.” While this year has proved to be one
of suffering, I do believe that we are not too late. And we
must look to your generation for inspiration, for while you
may have been born under the gaze of war and the ravages
of income inequality, you have also been the loudest voices: you spoke against global climate change, you fought
against the realities of gun violence, you championed the
rights of all people to choose love in whatever form it takes,
and you are a generation more empathetic to the plight of
the powerless than any other. And this you must resume;
forgive my cliche here, but you are headed to do great
things. Not things that will guarantee a lifetime of security,
not things that make your bank account full--not that those
are not important--but your destiny seems to lie in your
ability to connect and fight for justice, your destiny lies in
compassion and empathy, your destiny lies in loving all
people whatever their needs and abilities. You will do great
things that maybe our society is not ready to measure, but
those great things are the measure of humanity. So my dear
young students, celebrate even in the midst of a pandemic,
celebrate in your accomplishment, know how proud we are
of you, but also know we are relying on your intellect, your
light, your love, and your justice to carry us through to the
next chapter…Congratulations graduates of 2021!

What Else Is Happening
At JMM?
gas for a year, a $5K value! 3 winners! See
rcblood.org/fuel. If you are part of the
Spartan Youth Service summer volunteer
program, you will also receive volunteer
hours!
By Sophia Jiang
Your Impact is Critical! Due to COVID, the
Attention high schoolers who are 16 and
Red Cross's blood supply levels have been
older! Donate at the July 14th blood drive
extremely low, while the demand for blood is
held at Covenant Presbyterian Church, 326
increasing. This is a problem because that
Segoe Rd, from 1-6 pm! Appointment
means we don't have enough blood for
scheduling is recommended, but walk-ins are
everyone who needs it. Donate today and you
acceptable. For an appointment, donors
can save as many as 3 lives! We need your
should call 1-800-RED CROSS
help! Donate on July 14th and make a
(1-800-733-2767) or visit redcrossblood.org
difference!
and enter the sponsor code:
Summary:
MadisonMemorialHS. If donating, Be sure to
Who? Anyone 16+!
bring your donor card or a government
What? Blood Drive hosted by the Red Cross
issued I.D. (16 year olds bring parental
and organized by Memorial students!
consent forms), be in general good health.
When? July 14th, 1-6 pm!
You must weigh at least 110 lbs and have not
Where? Covenant Presbyterian Church, 326
donated in the past 56 days. The process only
Segoe Rd!
takes 1 hour, with the actual donation taking
Why? Help save lives!
about 5-10 minutes! All blood donations
How? Make an appointment at 1-800-RED
collected will be tested for COVID-19
CROSS (1-800-733-2767), visit
antibodies. Donors will receive results within
redcrossblood.org and enter the sponsor
7-10 days after their donation via the blood
code: MadisonMemorialHS, or walk-in!
app or their online donor profile.
Win Prizes! Come to give July 1-31 and
you’ll automatically be entered for a chance
to win a trip for four to Cedar Point or
Knott’s Berry Farm! Includes travel, hotel,
park admission and more! Terms and
conditions apply, visit rcblood.org/CedarFair
for details. You also have the chance to win

Blood Drive on July
14th!
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SLC Qualifier Interview with Ananya
Krishna
By Sophia Jiang
1. What did you enjoy most about your experience at virtual
SLC?
I really like that despite the conference being virtual, a lot of the
traditional elements of in-person State remained the same,
namely, the events other than the competition. There was a really
fun jeopardy session and some super engaging educational
workshops this year. I also got to see a lot of people I met at
previous HOSA conferences tune into the livestreams, so it was
nice to reconnect with them.
2. What did you learn from this experience?
I’ve learned a lot about infectious diseases and body systems,
explored various healthcare professions, and witnessed the power
of student leadership firsthand. HOSA has also helped me feel
like part of a greater community: from playing Cards Against
Humanity with my SLC roommates, to hugging a random girl on
stage, to meeting people in HOSA chapters from other countries
and states at Internationals, I’ve made so many friends and our
shared passion has transcended our differences. Memorial HOSA
has also given me the chance to help my community through
volunteering at blood drives and participating in bake sales, and I
truly feel like I belong.
3. What were the greatest challenges you faced? How did you
overcome these challenges?
I’d say the biggest challenge was hands-down time management.
I’ve always been kind of a procrastinator, and studying for HOSA
while also managing my schoolwork and various other
extracurriculars was a struggle! To ensure that I was dedicating
enough time to each of my upcoming events and ongoing duties, I
had to draft a calendar and force myself to follow it, which is not
something I typically do.
4. How has HOSA helped you outside of the club?
I learned so much about pathophysiology through studying for
my event, and it’s definitely helped me in classes like AP Bio.
HOSA has also facilitated my interactions with some amazing
healthcare professionals, including representatives from the
national organization, MEDLIFE (or Medicine, Education, and
Development for Low Income Families Everywhere), which
works to improve global accessibility to
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healthcare. Connecting with them has broadened my perspective,
and I was able to start the first high school chapter of MEDLIFE
in WI at Memorial this past year. Together, we fundraised to
provide meals for Peruvian citizens facing food insecurity due to
the pandemic, and I’m so grateful that I could help people during
this especially difficult time!
5. How are you preparing for SLC?
I’m competing in a testing event, so my preparation mostly
includes revising my notes, rereading sections in my books, and
practicing with some quizlets. Sometimes I try to make studying
fun though, and I’ll watch CrashCourse videos or find a
somewhat relevant trivia set online to play against random
internet strangers.
6. Ananya, you placed first in State for 3 years in a row and
placed 3rd at Internationals last year! In June, you will
compete at your 3rd HOSA ILC! What are your goals for the
upcoming competition/next year?
Haha, I’m keeping my fingers crossed for a gold this June, but in
all honesty I really just want to go into ILC knowing that I’ve
prepared the best I can and given it my best effort. As far as next
year goes, I think it would be nice to share my experiences with
others and help empower the next generation of HOSA
competitors before I graduate. HOSA has given me so much and
I want to give back :)
7. What is your mindset when practicing/competing?
I try to maintain a growth mindset throughout the process and to
not stress too much. Competition makes it easy to develop toxic
perfectionism (and I’m definitely guilty of it at times!) but I
remind myself that ultimately, I do this because I love it and the
stakes aren’t really that high. While competing, I simply try to
have fun and take the opportunity to show off what I know!

State Leadership Conference Qualifier
Interview with Mihika Shivakumar
By Sophia Jiang
1. What did you enjoy most about your experience at virtual
SLC?
It was very fun getting to state and seeing how the competition
was different from regionals!
2. What did you learn from this experience?
Well, I learned a lot about medical terminology, (what I competed
in.) It was also interesting to study something as simple as
vocabulary, but learn about the context and application.
3. What were the greatest challenges you faced? How did you
overcome these challenges?
I faced no challenges. Please skip this question.
4. How has HOSA helped you outside of the club?
I love the community and getting opportunities to learn and grow
in the healthcare industry, with real world events to help people.
5. How did you prepare for SLC?
Honestly? Quizlet.
6. What is your mindset when practicing/competing?
Win. Try to win. Winning is preferred. Doing your own personal
best is important though, and that’s the goal. If you don’t, what
was the point?
7. What are your goals/plans for the competitions next year?
What do you hope to experience (if it is in person)?
I would love to participate in medical terminology again and see
how I do non virtually. HOSA competitions and blood drives in
person are very fun, and I’m excited for those!

International Exchange
By Morgan Blackmore
As my mom was an exchange student living with multiple host
families during her senior year, I took some time to interview her
about her experiences and any advice or encouragement she has
for future students looking to travel!
During your studies abroad, where did you go and when?
I went to a small town in Brazil called Campos do Jordão near
Sao Paulo during my senior year of high school. I left in August
the summer before my senior year and returned the summer after.
What motivated you to do this?
My best friend at the time was applying as well, and I thought it
would be a really good opportunity for me to get out of my busy
home and be independent.
How did the application process begin/work for you?
There was an application you had to fill out and a series of
interviews you had to do. You needed letters of recommendation
from teachers and finally, you had to go to a state office for your
final interview, it was very nerve-wracking.
What were your biggest fears going into the application if you
succeed?
Socially, missing your senior year and your friends is scary.
Also—for my process—you didn’t know what country you could
be chosen to go to, it was a random pick out of 57 different
options. They ranged from Iceland to Mexico, so it was a huge
toss-up on what you would get, what language they would speak,
etc.
How do host families work?
In the country you’re going to, host families volunteer to house
whichever exchange students come. Normally, you would switch
between 3-4 families during your year, yet I only stayed with
two. It was completely random, so you didn’t know who you
would be staying with until shortly before you were going to
move in.
cont.
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This seems like a lot of work for a very uncertain outcome,
what was your biggest reason to continue?
I think the whole excitement about experiencing a totally
different world, the ability to subvert yourself into an
environment you would totally not be able to do in your “normal
life”. Throughout my experience, I continued to enjoy all the
opportunities, so it just kept motivating me.

What would you suggest other exchange students research
before they travel?
I don’t know what you would research, but I would recommend
that they don’t be afraid to go to out-of-the-way places that they
may have not researched to experience a more authentic culture.
Don’t be afraid to not prepare enough, as it can give you a more
real experience.

Tell me a bit about your host families, what was your
favorite and least favorite part?
My first host family was a middle-class family with an older son
and a daughter my age, they were very cozy, and it felt very
comfortable. They took me on lots of trips to the beach, touristy
towns, and more. My second family had an older son and a
daughter my age as well and were very wealthy. It was a very
different setting, as they had maids and cooks who did all the
work for you. In general, it's hard to say what my favorite part
would be, as everything was so new and different. The hardest
part for me was the fact that no one spoke English, which was
especially challenging for the first few weeks I was there.
Secondly, the technology wasn't what it is now, I could only call
my parents once a month on a landline, which was already very
expensive.

You struggled a lot at first since no one spoke English, how
important do you think it is for other exchange students to
research or begin learning the language of where they want
to travel/stay?
I think it’s important to know the common courtesies and pieces
of language, as well as cultural behaviors. You don’t have to be
fluent, but try your best to learn a few polite phrases before you
go. Be mindful of everyday gestures or slang that may be
offensive or have a different connotation in other places!

Were there any changes or differences living with your host
family which you weren’t prepared for or hadn’t thought
about?
Schooling was very different, there were only 13 people in my
class and the school day went from 8 am to 12:30 pm. The
students all stayed in one room and the teachers changed classes,
opposite to what I was used to. This also meant that if a teacher
was sick that day, you just sat in class and waited until your next
one. Weird things, like dining and meals, were also different.
You had a big meal at lunch which always had rice and beans,
and dinner was often quite late: 8 or 9 pm.
As you didn’t know where you were going to go, what
shocked you the most about Brazil?
For me, the extreme poverty was so juxtaposed with the very
rich families. The poor were living in non-obvious places to the
touristy centers and their communities lacked many
fundamentals such as running water.
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Welcome our 2021-2022
SYS Board Members!
By Sophia Jiang
Although students have been working in a
virtual setting, SYS is just as exciting as usual.
With the end of the year coming close, the time has
come for the future board members to take their
positions for the 2021-2022 school year. Without
further ado, here are the board members for next
year’s SYS!
Co-Presidents: Laura McLees & Ashmin Singh
Co-Vice Presidents: Elfin Wiriyan & Emily Cai
Treasurer: Amy Yao
Co-Secretaries: Ashley Nelson & Elizabeth Wu
Communications: Nikita Remesh & Nikhil Remji
Senior Board: Ashleen Kaur, Hyein Lim, & Kyle
Ma
Junior Board: Tanmayi Golkonda, Varun Nathan,
& Gersely Rios
Sophomore Board: Sydney Dai, Sophia Jiang,
Lavenia Vulpal, & Gang (Jian) Wang, Jr.

Announcing the
2021-2022 Editor Team!
Co-Editors-in-Chief
Amira Pierotti & Mihika Shivakumar
Assistant Editor-in-Chief
Sophia Jiang
Layout & Operations Editors
Nadya Konadu & Amy Yao
Co-Student Life Editors
Sophia Jiang & Olivia Zhu
News Editor
Anvika Annyapu
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Ava Kenney
Sports Editor
Nolan Sullivan
Opinions Editor
Amy Qiao
Congratulations on your selections! We are certain you
will continue the legacy of the Sword and Shield well!
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My SYS Journey So Far
By Sophia Jiang
After a year of participating in JMM’s largest volunteer club,
SYS, I think it is safe to say that joining this club was one of my
best decisions of my high school career. SYS has over 100 students
join every Thursday to discuss and engage in local volunteer work.
Every time I attend a meeting, I always feel a warm and welcoming
atmosphere, even through a computer screen. Whether I am with all
100 students in the main room, or in my break-out room committee,
there hasn’t been a moment where I felt like I didn’t belong.
SYS allows me to participate in service projects of all topics.
Among my favorites are Paws Fur a Cause’s Wooftrax walking,
where you walk to fundraise for animal shelters, Community
Committee’s clothing drive, and Helping Hand’s school supplies
drive. Other committees include Green Team, Spartan Spirit, and
Youth 4 Youth. Not only can I rack up my volunteer hours, I also
feel good knowing that I am making a difference in my community.
Additionally, SYS has lent its way to many other organizations
that have helped me immensely throughout this year. The prime
example would be the introduction of a local, youth-run
organization called Bleed Shamelessly. Bleed Shamelessly fights
period poverty and promotes menstrual equity, especially in school
environments. This club gives me so many great opportunities and
allows me to pursue a topic that I am passionate about.
SYS has been none short of exciting, and I cannot wait to
experience the club in person. As a board member for next year, I
am looking forward to bringing forth my suggestions and hearing
all the great ideas of my peers. If you are a non-senior, I would
highly recommend participating in SYS and making a difference in
the local community!

Why You Should Join
MEDLIFE

An Interview With Mr.
Spencer

By Sophia Jiang
At the beginning of the school year,
while students learned in a virtual
setting, a new club was introduced to
JMM. MEDLIFE is a service based
organization that spreads awareness
about health disparities in developing
countries. Throughout this year, I have
had the privilege of working with the
other MEDLIFE participants to engage
in volunteer service and learning
opportunities. This year, we raised over
$2,000 to help feed families in Peru who
were affected by COVID-19. We also
participated in a virtual service learning
trip, where we explored the impact of
COVID-19 on indigenous communities,
along with learning about culture and
history. Additionally, we also
participated in a 5K walk, where all
proceeds went towards Latin America
sanitation projects! Finally, we hosted a
food drive and donated to Second
Harvest Foodbank. Members are also
awarded volunteer hours, gift cards, and
more.
JMM MEDLIFE is growing
immensely and gets more exciting every
day. It is gratifying to attend weekly
meetings and discuss upcoming projects.
Of course, due to a virtual setting, it has
been difficult to start a new club.
However, JMM MEDLIFE has already
reached over 40 participants! I would
highly recommend joining MEDLIFE
next year, as it provides many service
and learning opportunities that are
guaranteed to help you in the future.

By Julianna Baldo
What’s your favorite part about teaching at JMM?
MY favorite part of teaching overall is seeing students
become successful that went through some struggles.
The best thing about teaching at Memorial specifically
is the way that Memorial approaches education in
general -- it’s more than just learning about math and
writing and reading, we focus on the whole person and
creating a good citizen. It’s the Memorial way.
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Why do you think teaching gym is so important?
My answer to that is that a person’s health should be
one of the most important things to them as they get
older. You can have all the money in the world but none
of that will matter if you aren’t healthy. There aren’t
many things that are more important than leading a
healthy lifestyle, and it’s something that every student
should be thinking about.
What advice would you give to your students?
I would say a couple of things: Firstly, everyone makes
mistakes, shame on us if we don’t learn from our
mistakes. Teachers and parents and people of authority
when they repeat the same mistake. Mistakes should be
learning experiences and should teach a person not to
make that mistake again. To 9th graders: everything
counts. What they do counts towards the overall goal of
graduating and moving forward in life for the first time.
There are so many opportunities at Memorial to get
involved in -- being a Sword and Shield editor, being on
the football team, being in tennis club, etc.
How can students best contribute to the Memorial
family?
It would relate to what I was saying in the last question
-- get involved in whatever they want to at whatever
level they want to. That’s how you expand on the
people you meet in the adventures you have. Choose
many things that you want to be a part of, and this will
make you part of the Memorial experience. Go to sports
games and be supportive of your classmates!

State Tennis Qualifier
Interview
with Lily
Olson
By Sophia Jiang
What did you enjoy
most about your
experience at State?
I enjoyed representing
Memorial and being with
my team, and cheering
others on. My goal was to
go out there and just play
my best. I tried to leave it
all out on the court, and I
was grateful for having
the opportunity.
What were the greatest challenges you faced? How did
you overcome these challenges?
I think the greatest challenge I faced this year was having
such a short season. I had sectionals after only playing two
matches, and I think that helped me focus more, and do
better overall.
How has the pandemic affected tennis for you
personally?
During the pandemic, it was very nice to have my sister to
play tennis with. We would just go to our neighborhood
local courts and we played a few times a week. We also
would try to workout or go on runs together.
How did you prepare for State?
I prepared for state by hitting with my coach Bubba from
hitters, but also I had to be mentally prepared. Physical
preparation is just as important as mental preparation
because you need to know what you can do against certain
types of players.
What did you learn from this experience?
I learned that hard work pays off and that you will see
results if you put in the time and effort.
What do you look forward to experiencing during the
normal season?
During the normal season, I am looking forward to having
more team events, like team dinners and sleepovers.
Because our season was super short, it was hard to get to
know the team, and with COVID, we couldn’t do any
events. I am also excited to have more matches and have a
real state tournament at Nielsen.
Lily, you are the first female freshman from our school
to get on the podium of individual State tennis, and you
have many years of high school tennis ahead of you!
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What are your goals and aspirations for the next 3
years?
My goals for the next three years are to place at the state
tournament. I want to continue to improve and I know that
will have to come with hard work and dedication.

State Tennis
Qualifier
Interview
with Nikita
Remesh
By Sophia Jiang
What did you enjoy
most about your
experience at State?
Definitely the
environment. I love
facing high-level
opponents and the
adrenaline from playing
for a crowd is something unforgettable. I was extremely
excited to compete there, and playing representing my team
and even playing seed after seed was definitely an amazing
experience. I love challenging players and I certainly got
my handful at the tournament.
What did you learn from this experience?
How grateful I should be for my health! It was extremely
tough to push through this season and it makes me feel like
I’ve taken my wellbeing for granted. Not only that, but the
importance of team spirit. I’m so grateful for my teammates
for their positive attitudes despite the craziness that’s
occurred throughout the season.
What do you look forward to experiencing during the
normal season?
I’m especially excited for the team bonding opportunities.
As a captain this year, and a senior next year, I really miss
socializing with the rest of the team and getting to know
them. I also look forward to all our meets and team
matches. We only had 3 matches against other teams, and I
really look forward to cheering for our other players and
watching them play! I’m extremely excited for my last high
school season!
Nikita, you managed to come back from a 2-5 opponent
lead in the second set of your first match against the #9
seed. How did you manage to pull this off? What were
your thoughts during this time?

Taking it slow is really what helped me pull this off.
Focusing on the match, and not thinking about the score
really helps. I feel like I’ve been in plenty of situations
similar to this, with different outcomes so I was familiar
with the pressure. Just envisioning the next point, and trying
to take it one step at a time really helped me pull through.
Along with that, not overthinking a strategy. I tend to find
it’s harder to pull myself out of tricky places when I over
analyze the opponents game and try to figure out
weaknesses. Rather in that match, I tried to pretty much hit
the ball as hard as I could and keep it in the court in a place
where she couldn’t get it. And I’m happy that worked :)
What were the greatest challenges you faced? How did
you overcome these challenges?
The biggest challenge was definitely injuries. I had been
facing a lower back stress fracture throughout this season,
and it was affecting my level of play. I was anxious not only
for the outcome of the match but also my health in the
prospective future. Though I’m still not fully recovered, my
biggest support was my dad who was there to help nurse my
injuries into a manageable state, along with the coaches for
understanding my restrictions.
How has the pandemic affected tennis for you
personally?
Tennis is a fairly outdoor sport, so the pandemic actually
gave me an opportunity to practice my outdoor playing! I
was able to socially distance myself safely since I am a
singles player and continue playing. I do feel tennis is a
sport that is safer, and was less affected by this whole
pandemic.
How did you prepare for State?
Since I was injured I prepared myself more on the mental
side rather than physical. My draw was quite tough, where I
had to play the number #9, #8, and #1 seed in a row.
Mentally, I was able to give myself a carefree attitude since
I had nothing to lose playing. Along with that, I was able to
prepare a strategy on the court with my coaches so I would
be able to keep playing with my restrictions. Mainly
focusing on keeping myself healthy and able to continue
competing.

State Tennis
Qualifier
Interview
with Jessica
Jiang
By Sophia Jiang
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What did you enjoy most about State?
I most enjoyed playing with my sister and the atmosphere
in general of such a high-level and special tournament.
What were the greatest challenges you faced?
The greatest challenges I faced were keeping my head cool
and staying calm. What helped me whenever we were
behind was trying to focus on the next point instead of the
match score as a whole. I also really appreciate my sister,
who encouraged me a lot during our matches.
How has the pandemic affected tennis for you?
The pandemic pushed the tennis season back so we had to
play in the spring instead of the fall. I was thankfully still
able to be active during the winter, so I was able to keep
preparing for the alternate season. But the weather in the
spring was super cold! As a fall sport, girls tennis is usually
taking place in almost scalding weather for the majority of
the season, which I actually prefer. I had to make
adjustments to the wind and weather in outdoor matches.
How did you prepare for State?
I trained a lot with my sister - we worked many,
many hours together, practicing strategies and skills. Our
coaches helped us a lot (thank you Coach King, Olson, and
Hubbard!) Mentally, I prepared for the tournament by
taking a mindset of working my hardest and simply
enjoying the experience of going to Individual State. I tried
to make sure not to pressure myself too much while also
wanting to be a stable doubles partner for my sister.
What did you learn from this experience?
I learned that like many things in life, sports can always go
either way and there will be opportunities that slip through
your fingers. The first day, my sister and I won two very
close matches after our first match against West and the 1
Seed, but the second day, we lost two very close matches
and ultimately placed 4th. We had many chances of winning
that first match on the second day, but we just weren’t able
to get those few significant points. I think that it’s a good
lesson for the bigger things in life outside of tennis matches
- along the road, there will be many times I will face similar
challenges of missing good chances, but I will be able to
move on and look for the next opportunity.
You and your doubles partner managed to oust the top
seed. How did you feel after winning that match? What
were your thoughts before, during, and after you won?
My thoughts before the match were just to have fun and
play my best. My sister and I had just won a tough match
against West, so we were excited to be still in the
tournament and to have a chance at being top 4. During the
match, my sister and I both played at a level we hadn’t
played at before, and our focus was unreal. After we won
that match, we were super excited to be in the top 4. We
never thought we would have come that far before the
season.

Do You Have Advice for Next Year's JMM
Students (or Teachers)?
Take a lot of pictures and videos to be able to remember to teachers you don't have to give a lot of work its okay
all that you did.
to be chill sometimes
I was so caught up in what everyone thought of me, I
Enjoy it, enjoy every little second of it. Enjoy the
wasn’t able to find myself or explore who I was because challenges, Victorys, loses. Spend your time well with
I was so worried about being judged. If I was gonna give the people you love around you because trust me when
advise to anyone entering highschool, I know it sounds I say this Time Flies When You're Having Fun! Also
corny, but don’t be afraid to be yourself. Your opinion
advice for the teachers make learning fun, when you are
and the reals ones in your life should be the only
having fun while teaching along with your students we
opinions that truly matter and never forget that.
all learn better, Make school more enjoyable.
Push yourself but not too much, your mental health
matters

take mental health break. trust me you'll need from time
to time.

Find the one area that you are really passionate about
and dive in! You can accomplish amazing things when
you focus in

Make sure to supplement your learning so you don't
burn yourself out and celebrate your accomplishments
(even if they are small).

Try out classes, make sure you know what you want to Ask for help when you need it, and help others when
get a major in. One thing I wish I did
they need it
For the love of God, don't procrastinate on homework

Chill out and and live in the moment

Co-Curriculars are more than just clubs or sports, they Students: Make the most of high school. Join clubs, take
gift you a family. Make sure to take advantage of those many different classes, and talk to all sorts of people!
opportunities..
Time goes by really quickly, so savor the moment!
Don't take every AP class in the course catalog and
don't go to sleep at 5am. Cheers!

Don't take the little things too seriously, just go with the
flow and have fun.

Dont let your HW pile up, and teachers be patient

Enjoy getting to see each other in person:)

have as much fun as you can

Don’t stress and have fun

don’t take things too seriously

Make the most of the little time you have.

Actually let them play sports next year:)

To stay positive

You’re cool. This is a fact.

Live in the moment

Go to every school event that you can

don't stress out for no reason

Enjoy your friends and your free time. Stay off the
screens

Do your homework... please. It sucks in the moment but
feels great when it's done.

Don't procrastinate.

Live, laugh, love

Take advantage of very opportunity

Just do it. Do the thing. No debating.

BE YOURSELF

Make sure you enjoy in person learning

Make sure y’all get them Nachos at lunch 10/10

make friends with weirdos

Enjoy the ride, High School will be a stress at first, but True Fact: We will have another round of Coronavirus in
it’s a fun way to study hard and broaden your horizons! 2030.
Don't give up!
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Good luck with the new building!

Stay positive!

Be involved!!

Teachers : we need more black content taught in MMSD
SCHOOLS . Students- try with your teachers give them To Memorial Teachers- IK this will be overlooked, but if it
isn't relevant to the class you are teaching, don't make it
a chance and respect them because they are here to
homework. We are so done with busywork.
help you
Make the most of every opportunity, take school
seriously but enjoy the memories of High School, and
make connections with your teachers.

If you are considering doing something, do it as early as
possible. I'm sure all the seniors that lost the best year
of high school would agree.

Have the knowledge that the school is with you, not
against.

Have fun and get involved

make connections with people who have power

Make sure to make friends with your teachers

Do things you enjoy and don’t feel forced to do things
you don’t want to do just because everyone else is.

Students- don't get behind in work because it will get
worse. Teachers- we appreciate you and

Don’t stress

communication is key

Live it up while you can

Try your best

Think critically, make your own decisions, and seek
facts always.

Enjoy every second of high school and make the mosn
of it because once it's over, it’s over

Just do it and you will make it

Be there for your students more

Take time for yourself

Good luck if you go full in person

Have a lot of fun!!

Make good decisions!

If you want to dye your hair then dye your hair.

don't give so many assignments

have fun i guess

Your doing great keep it up!

Don't take it too seriously. High school is just a stepping
Don't overwork yourself & prioritize your mental health
stone to bigger and better things.
You might find yourself at the start of a race many have
the privilege of not even knowing they've been running
in. If that is the case then that's also just enough but you Cherish the relationships you’ll make, some of your
most influential moments will happen within JMM’s walls
can continue to run or just trip the others.
Advice for the teachers based on this past year... no
comment

Get involved and don’t be afraid to ask for help!!

One needs sleep to survive usually.

don't take anything for granted

Keep your liking/hatred of teachers separate from your As I said before, always look forward to something. Only
love/hatred of the subject they teach
then will uncertainty seem like a trivial matter.
Try to stay positive and keep trying your hardest.

don’t take anything for granted

NEVER spray fart or skunk spray in the halls it's not
funny to literally anyone but you for like 5 seconds

ANYTHING is fun with the right group of friends, go to
dances and sports games.

stay strong

stay in a small friend group

It will go by faster than you think

No because if anyone needs advice, it's me.

Just do it. Do the thing. No debating.

Do what you love, do it well.

Take time and space to process this trauma that we
Make the most of high school. Join clubs, take many
have all gone through together this year. Appreciate the different classes, and talk to all sorts of people! Time
little things in life, because life is unpredictable.
goes by really quickly, so savor the moment.
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Students don't slack off, you're one step closer every
day because at the end everything you do will matter.

go back in person

Enjoy it

Never give up

❤️ .

Advice for JMM students is to do work and never be
afraid to ask for help because these are some of the
most significant years of your life. This goes for teachers
too - ask any of the struggling students if they'd like
more help/assistance you can't just go to the students To everyone in the JMM community - please talk more
who obviously always have your attention it makes a big about current events in each class - high school is the
students’ bridge to adulthood so they need all the
difference for the struggling student when it feels that
discussion they can get
they are important.
Enjoy your time doing things that we could not do this
year

Take advantage of all the fun events at school, you will
not regret it!

Give it your all

Good luck, have fun, show ‘em what you know.

High school is easy and fun, don’t stress is about small Never give up even if it seems impossible. your strength
things
is bigger than you can imagine.
go back full time and enjoy the time you have there

try to figure out what's really important to you.

take advantage of your school and all of the classes

Reach out to teachers and students whenever you can

boss up

Never forget to put your mental health first :)

For the students, don't disrupt class, and for the staff, do if someone says to you on march 13th, "this could be
a better job of keeping students under control. keeping our last day of school this year", don't dismiss them as
students under control
crazy
Wear a mask and social distance!

Don't skip class just take naps in class you'll receive
better attendance XD

Support each other

Enjoy your time hear while it lasts

don't have missing assignments

Don't forget to tie your shoes

Don’t procrastinate

Don't take High School too Seriously

❤️

Don’t be too hard on yourself

Strive to do things differently than your peers

Have fun

Work hard your freshman year

Be patient with students as online school has stunted
our learning.

My advice to students would be to enjoy the social
events of school.

If you could recommend a class to an
underclassman, which class?
Aerospace Engineering
with Mr. Senson

Co 2020

challenging and adventures

Arts Metals and Glass

Drawing 1 with mr.
Newman

AP Macro or AP Micro
great teacher

any class with mr.voss or
señora skrade

Theatre 1 and Religion,
Culture, & Democracy

Computer Hardware

film studies

English mrs. Guse

Mr. Walkner English 2

Personal Finance with
Ms Wheeler

AP GOV, Challenge and Taking classes at UW/
Adventure, AP U.S.
Utilizing the early college
History
credit program at JMM
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Anatomy and Physiology,
Ms. Dwyer is an amazing
teacher!

AP Psychology

AP Environmental
Science!

Literature of The Afrian
Diaspora was insane

Medical Terminology

APUSH with Ms Patton

Religion, Culture and
Democracy

AP Statistics w/ THE Mr.
Collins

Mr. Spence’s chemistry
class. Never a boring day
there

Criminal justice or Ap Lit
with Ms. Glaaser

any engineering course
taught by Mr. Espenes.

I would recommend
Team sports with Mr.
psychology. It's a great class. Spencer

PBS is such a fun class

African Diaspora

AP Lang

APES

Chemistry Honors :)

AP Physics

Peer Partners Gym Class Any of the art classes
Accounting 1

Particular Topics of
Sociology in Sports

Principles of Biomedical
Sciences

photography

Illsutrator

Forensic Science

ceramics 1!

culinary

Principles of biomed
sciences because it really
does connect with a lot of
biology which is helpful.

I would recommend avid
class because, it really
helps to learn more
about college as well as
prepare you.

Astronomy. Super interesting
and a really good pick if you
're stressed junior or senior
year

I recommend Creative
Writing because it’s very fun
and you make friends and
learn a lot about writing

AP World History

Study Hall

Yearbook

AP Micro

AP Bio with Kellor

Sports med

Choir

International Cuisine

Aerospace Engineering

Econ (5th hr 2nd sem)

US and World Affairs

Peer partners art

art experiences! it was
the only art class i ever
had time for but it gave
me a little bit of all kinds
of art

Med Term and APUSH I learned a lot in both of
them, they challenged
me, but they were also
very fun.

Economics with Mr. Voss
and Sociology of sports your
senior year with Mr. Voss.
Any class having to do with
physical activity like team
sports, weights, and etc

Whatever they want to do in
life, choose the appropriate
classes for that. If you're
dazed and confused, then
choose any class and
commit to it.

Finance or something
about finance

bits and bytes

Any class with Newland or
Rongstad

ta for mrs. dindorff

IED

English 2 Honors

Digital art

Weights 1

independent living

P Calculus AB (with Ms. The video editing class
Yahr)
mostly because it was fun.

photo with frontier. or try
to get English with
Glaas(er).

Any art class! AP Chem
Take a cooking class like
if you want a good,
challenging class (helps Biology (i know its a required culinary basics and
class) but its really enjoyable international cuisine
in college!)

the drawing classes slapped
and Newland’s that dude

Good Luck to our Seniors and Our
Returning Spartans!
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and TRICKS
TIPS
to save up for the things you need
A Summit savings account is the perfect tool for
keeping track of your money so you can buy what
you want sooner while saving for future purchases.

What can I get out of saving? I don’t make very much money.
Saving is way more than just pooling cash — it’s about organizing
your life. When you set up a savings account, you can easily lay
out your money and plan for the things you want.

Okay, so how is a savings account going to help me organize my life?
One way is to create multiple accounts. Set aside money for
the things you pay for each month (like Spotify or your phone bill),
and others for the things you want to save for. Whether you want
a new phone case, you’re saving up to buy a car, or saving
for college, you can easily separate that money and see
the progress you’re making.

That sounds kinda complicated. How hard is it to move all that money around?
It’s easy in the Summit app! You can set up automatic withdrawals
and never think about it again. And if the things you want to save
for change, you can simply adjust what goes where.

This sounds good, but where can I go for more info?
You can call Summit at 800-236-5560,
or visit our website at SummitCreditUnion.com for
a variety of blogs with great info.
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